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B..l. New iltudent EdiUon

Eastern 101
Eastern's new century partially defined by last year
609
612.
Centennial year
1.
Bar-entry age
celebration
raises to 21,
highlights 1995
509, 510, 511
512.
100
forces closings
Eastern hit the
year
mark this past year. Students,
faculty and administrators con
tnbuted ideas Tor-items to be
placed in a time capsule.
The Homecoming events took
on the Centennial spirit with
the theme of "A S troll Dowp.
Memory Laae.�
Throughout the year, a staff
worked on raisiilg funds for the•
S e c o n d Century Campai g n ,
w h i c h h a s raised more t h a n
The year e n d e d
with
Centennial Ball in May.

a

the n a m e s early in the fall
/
semester.
Eastern administrators esti
mate
transition
c osts
at

$390,000.

Carman curling
iron sets .off a
.
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A Carman Hall room was set
a b l aze last Oc tober c ausing
$100,000 in damages.
The fire began by a hot curling iron that was left on while
the owner was gone. The curling
iron caught some clothes lying
on the bed on fire.
Residents of the room where
the fire began, Room 610, were
evacuated along with all the
other sixth floor residents and
the residents in the rooms
directly above and below Room
The fire caused e xtensive
throuigh-Out th"'e·
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10. You have no food in your apartment yet.

9. You don't want to eat dorm food until you really have to.
8. You are not of age to enter the bars.
7. It is close to campus.

6. It is the easiest to find pizz.a joint.
5. You need the energy to make it through the first week of class.

4. You get all of the basic four food groups.
own

transportation they will deliver.

2. You won't have to wash dishes afterward.

1. Jerry needs the money to recover from slow summer

JERRY'S

PIZZA & PUB .,
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
...
�.:� �t·!.·· :�,� �:�345-·2844
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SINGLE INGREDIENT
PIZZA & QT. OF COKE

7.95

$
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SINGLE INGREDIENT I
PIZZA & QT. OF COKE

5.95
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The bar-entry age changed to
June 1994.
Since that time, Thirsty's
Tavern closed in September 1994,
and Panther's Lounge, 1514
Fourth St., closed last Spring.
In the past year, the owner of
Ike's Little Campus, 411 Lincoln
Ave ., sold his business. It will be
opening under new management.
Some bars have tried to alter

21 years of age in

Eastern has been recommend
ed for full a c c r e ditation for
a�other 10 years in an evalua
tion- report ·to -the university by
the North Central Association of
Colleges �n�chools.
;thtti'f 'l>tisinesses to reachJ.b,.e
The NC A r e p o r t w e n t td a under 21 p&pulatfon-.------ - �-·
staff review panel and then to
Ted Bertuca, owner of Ted's
the NCA governing board who Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St., con
will approve the accreditation.
verted the bar from a hard rock
In the report, the NCA team establishment to one with an all
sig h t e d
various
areas
of ages juice bar on one floor and an
strength at Eastern including a alter native music format. He
strong l e v e l of institutional recently sold the bar.
commitment to higher education
Don Yost, owner of Stix, 1412
by all members affiliated with Fourth St., remodeled to separate
the university, a positive resithe restaurant from the bar area
dential living environment, a and added a coffee house.
stable and dedicated faculty, a
Ken Keating, owner of E.L .
strong Min ority Assista n c e Krackers and Stu's Surfside, 1405
Program and an attitude by the Fourth St., has remodeled the bar
students that reflects dedication to a one-floor dance bar and
and positive experiences at the replaced the shot bar with pool
university.
tables. The second floor has been
The NCA governing board is changed to a banquet hall for the
'eX'peete'd to• make· �an--official resraurant:

·
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TOP TEN REASONS TO
ORDER A PIZZA FROM
JERRY'S UPON ARRIVAL Ar EIU

3. If you don't have your

decision in early fall.

_

$100,000 blaze

Elimination of
BOG approved
by legislators
State legislators approved a
bill to eliminate the Board of
Governors and create a separate
board for each of the five uni
versities this past year.
The BOG is the g o v e r ning
body for Eastern, We stern,
Northeastern, Chicago S tate
' n i._
an" Gover�f-""l(
· .
ver,1ties.

Eastern obtains
another 10 years
of accreditation

administration hopes to have

_

$2.2..._049, 7 42.

sixth floor. The fire also buckled
the walls in Rooms
and
No other fire damage resulted.
Minor smoke damage on the sev
en th, eighth and ninth floors.
Wate r da mage was fou n d in
rooms
and

Each unive rsity u n d e r the
jurisdiction of the BOG will be
forced to cr'"eate its own govern
ing .board effective Jan.
The board began transferring
some power to the universities
in June.
Gov. Jim Edgar will select the
seven trustees for the new board
from a r o u n d the state . T h e

Assistant editor .......................Chrissy Wehde
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cannondale

go is it's name-a
students er!}oy a rousing game of bingo on the South Quad last semester.

tivities abound in.Ch~l~stqJJ; ,i-, (. #h·J( ~,
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i . ••. • , ....:;-~ ~./avirlr~t>1e:; ·~ · short road trip
F-=---..+ft"'+·"'~
· ~~··!'""'.' ·: l~ :'. Q~ " .. campus,
the might open up some possibilitU

:R~tlisk'eller, in the basement ties.
of the Union,
offers
If a visit to Mother Nature
question asked should University Board-sponsored is more like it, Fox Ridge
hat the heck am I entertainment including sev- State Park on South Route
to do in this town for eral comedians.
130 offers nature trails and
year?"
Pagliai's, on East Lincoln campsites,
most
with
'th a little creativity, Avenue, serves pizza and inground grills.
leston has plenty of pasta. Wednesday night's
Springhaven, northeast of
'ty to offer.
spaghetti special for $1.99 is Charleston on Route 16, has
those who are under 21 a favorite.
a water slide, go-carts, puttold, live on campus and
Grinder's, a coffee shop putt, campsites and other
limited transportation, located in Styx Restaurant on activities.
Off of south Fourth Street
owing list hits the hot the corner of Fourth Street
and Lincoln, is a short walk is Lincoln Log Cabin, a living
trip to the pool. The from most dorms.
piece of history, near Lerna.
Pool, located on 18th
If live music is the activity
The cabin is a replica of the
t, offers a swimming of choice, many Charleston cabin that Abraham Lincoln's
'th diving boards "and a bars have all-ages shows fea- father and stepmother once
slide, daily admission '(,tu~jP:g . ,!ipng§. fE9P1 ·J1:w..,s~;; .c.;iJiv~d iµ-. ,,E;m.-plo~ees ,at the.H. "'" ·~:
$1. 75.
.. rounaing area as well as site dress in period clothing
pool usually closes in Chicago area bands.
for the mid-eighteen hunSeptember, or whenever
Friends and Company, dreds and live and work as if
---~~---~!"~~-------~
· : ·.· ----._...o-:~-...---------------~
weather turns cold. located on Van Buren just it were that time period.
'!:S +\::::
Go-carting can be lots of
are from noon to 8 p.m. west of downtown, often feat door to the pool are tures alternative bands play- fun too, located south of
g cages and a minia- ing all-ages shows in the · Mattoon
on
Lakeland
golf course, which are Dungeon.
Boulevard. For $3.50 riders
lly open into the
The University Board will can go around and around
sponsor a series of mini-con- feeling like Kyle Petty.
Don't stop at these suggesthat activity sounds too certs and videos in the Union
·::':;
uous, kick back and d uring the course of the tions. Charleston has more to ' "':".......~
......- ...:;:...._~_......,:M;....w..o~w...~..............:w~..-·~~-....-_.......___..~-~::;..._____
offer than meets the eye.
out in one of semester.
345-1316
217 Lincoln Ave.
leston's air conditioned
If you transportation is
!-. n
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8n Eastern student, the

Bring in this ad for
1 Oo/o off all
.... QUEST :,PACKS ·l:; ·;·u-~J.:. :~~
and BOOK BAGS ·
AND

,GETA IJOCK..FOR
:~

12 PRICE'
=·~:

•

..••

UETS
And

DELIVERY
By Sue Spitz
2531 Salem Road
Charleston. IL 61920

348-8498

AU New Releases
$3.00 per day

All round
Travel & Tours

-Amtrack Ticket
-Airline Ticket 207A Lincoln Ave.
I&. Car Reservations (one block west of Hardees)
-Tour Reservations 348-TRIP
. . .•. •.' .. , ' '' . ········ .. ' •• , . •(8747)

Recent Hits

$2.00 per week (7 days)

iDaily Eastern Jews

Link yourself with
the cornrnunity
through ·t he News
The staff of The Daily Eastern News work
throughout the year to provide students with
the most up-to-date coverage of campus and
the community.
The DEN is the link between Eastern and
the community. The DEN reports on activities
in the community that
stude~ts may be interested m.
To help students
familiarize themselves with the campus, we
send out the New Student Edition.
With limited space, there is no way to
cover every aspect of attending Eastern, but
we hav~ ttd\lt the~ighG.of campus
and commun1t)t:- .
The New Student Edition begins with a
wrap-up of the past year and what has happened this summer while many students
were off-~pus. The next section digs into
what happens on campus. The edition ends
off with the overview of the Eastern athletics.
During the regular school year, the DEN
publishes Monday through Friday except on
school holidays.
Newsers cover issues such as campus
events, student government, administration,
city council, sports and other activities.
The weekend section, On the Verge of the
Weekend or the Verge, ~uns nearly every
Friday. It includes weekend activity previews,
movie and music reviews and other entertainment-related features.
Keep an eye on the Official Notices that
_run most every Friday fGr changes and~dead1ines for classes among other news items.
The DEN encourages letters to the editor
concerning any local, state, national or
international issue.
·
Letters should be less than 350 words. For
the letter to be printed, the name of the
author, in addition to the author's address
and telephone number, must be included.
If necessary, letters will be edited according to length and space at the discretion of
the editors. Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three authors, only
the names of the first three will be printed.

Editorial

•"'

Minorities face many obstacles at Eastern

classes of 20 to 30 stude
was a culture shock for
"Being a fifth
many of them.
year student here
Many of my early coll
and a minority, I friends have since left th
know there are university because they
many obstacles could not get over that I
we have to face tial trauma.
Incoming minorities
during our years must be prepared for thl
at Eastern." and try their best to adj
Keith
The university, howev
Weatherspoon
is working to make the
their undergraduate studies - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - campus more racially an
from start to finish at Eastern?
culturally tolerant.
According to the Minority Affairs office, 44
Minority organizations such as the Black
Student Union (BSU), the Latin American
per cent of the minorities who start here, stay
Student Union (LASO) and the office of
and receive their undergraduate degree from
International Student Services help students
Eastern.
adapting to the new environment. The Mino
Being a fifth year student here and a minority,
I know there are many obstacles we have to face Affairs office offers the Peer Helper program
during our years at Eastern.
incoming students who want or need a little
We've created many obstacles ourselves, as
guidance and counseling from more experiwell as the everyday problems minorities face in
enced minority students.
Incoming minority students, however, don
every aspect of American living.
Eastern, of course, has its share of racial
have to segregate themselves because they
the minority. Many minorities close the cam
problems but none worse than the usual of people just not taking the time to get to know each
off to their own kind and then complain that
there's not enough for them to do.
other. .
Don't fall into that trap. Every part of
Incoming minority students should be used to
Eastern's campus and the town of Charlesto
the strange looks, the waryness and the other
signals associated with common minority phoopen to minorities no matter how funny peo
bia. Minority students from the inner city may
may look at you.
Inevitably, the Eastern experience is what
have a harder time adapting to campus life than
make of it. And as minorities know, it may t
rural and suburban minorities. The change from
being in the majority is a shock for some inner
twice as much to make it, but that's why we
decided to continue our education in the firs
city students when they suddenly become the
only person of color in most of their classes.
place - to make it!
Being from the Chicago suburb of Elgin, I was
already used to that fact of life, but many of my
- Keith Wetherspoon is a senior journ
peers were from the south side of Chicago or
major and a regular columnist for The
Eastern
from East St. Louis and being the only black in

The Eastern experience.
What is it like for minority
students?
Is the atmosphere conducive to the educational
process of minorities? Is
the town of Charleston
welcoming to students of
minority status. And probably the most important
question concerning
incoming minority students
is if they will complete

You can avoid the freshman label by
following a few helpful tips from ·a p
(Editor's note: This column by
Barry Smith, 1976-77.emtor In
chief of the Daily Eastern News,
has become a tradition In the
New Student and Back to •
School Editions. It remains classic "advice" for freshman. Enjoy
it - with a grain of salt.)
It can probably be argued
that most young people continue into college after high school
so that they can be something:
nuclear physicist, teacher, man,
whatever.
But when on that first day on
campus you sit in your dorm
room, a little bewildered at
being cut off from your friends
and family (perhaps with some
relief), your aspirations will
seem a long way off.
It is time to learn how not to
be something - a freshman .
Don 't look for help from upper
classmen, most of whom will
deny ever being a freshman. I
was never one.
And you cannot expect aid
from other freshman . What do
they know?
But out of my own kindness
and the generosity of The Daily
Eastern News, I have compiled
a few tips essential to getting
through the first few days.
Follow my Instructions and ·
within two weeks people will
stop whispering behind your
back and pointing to you on the
sidewalk. Hell, you may even
get invited to a party.
F_
i rst of all, make sure everybody knows you live in a dorm.
All freshmen must live in
dorms, but most make the mis-

take of trying to hide the fact.
-Byfreelyadmlttlng-u - e~ 
saylng that you like It - you ·• -...
take on the assured air of one
who lives there not by law but
by choice. Namely an upperclassmen.
Frequent the library Instead
of the bars. Freshmen still have
four years to catch up on their
studies, so most use their free
time to "socialize, n which
means losing the use of all five
senses through the use of some
kind of stupor-inducing drug.
Juniors and especially seniors
are still trying to make up all
those incompletes and are carrying 21 credit hours to cover
up for dropped classes, so
you'll seldom find one living it
up .
Besides, .you. will .probably I}~
carded, atld ~tha.t's a.dead giveaway.
If you do decide to go out,
there are some things you
should know about the malefemale relationship on campus.
If you are a good-looking young
female, make it a point to seek
out senior men and offer to buy
them a drink, especially if they
look like they might work for
the campus newspaper.
Male freshman should simply
sit back and enjoy their own
company because, face it, you
have no chance. Look forward
to spending a lot of time talking
to your own pillow.
The ability to dress like an
upperclassmen Is an acquired
trait. The only way to fit in is to
have an inherited wardrobe
from an older brother or sister

who put In at least three y
at college.
That's because being as
dent doesn't pay very well
there's not much attention
neatness. So those two pal
Levi's and the clean shirts
parents bought you won't I
right until they have been
reduced to a lump of wrln
rags in the corner of your r
and have stayed there for n
less than two winters.
There is one way to get
proper look. Whatever clot
you have on right now, don
take them off until at least
midterm.
Of course, if you are thin
of joining a fraternity or sor
ty , the problem is much si
lQ.v~st in a truck load 'o f
bl~ k~s. then when you ar
on campus, buy anything w
greek letters on it.
As far as academic life g
you'll be anchored in a bun
low-level classes that all fr
man must take.
You can skip the disadv
tage by dropping subtle hi
that you "should have pas
this class the first time."
It won't necessarily be a
you probably covered the
stuff when you were a soph
more in high school. And y
flunked it then too.
If you do happen to get I
an upperlevel class, answer
many of the instructor's qu
tions as you can, even if y
don't know the answers.
It will clearly label you
freshman, but the uppercl
men will thank you for it.

Letten, to the editor
Knowlettge ts power

'!f'1e PEN~ ~·tottte~COllCetntnsMYJ<x:.alr~ nattonal<>tinter~~-

tetteis-Sbc>uld •l;e less than 350 woras:·For the·~· to be printed; the name of the author. in addition to ·ffie
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Eastern 01
sixth floor. The fire also buckled
the walls in Rooms 609 and 612 .
No other fire damage resulted.
Minor smoke damage on the seven th, eighth and ninth floors.
Water damage was found in
rooms 509, 510, 511 and 512.

Each univFrsity under the
jurisdiction oJ the BOG will be
forced to cr"efilte its own governing board eff.. ctive Jan. 1.
The board began transferring
some power
the universities
in June .
.
Gov. Jim Edgar will select the
seven trustee ~ for the new board
from aroun d the state. The

1l°

Eastern obtains
another 10 years
of accreditation

the names early in the fall
semester.
/
Eastern administrators estimate tran .ition costs at
$390,000.
.

Elimination of
BOG approved
by legislators
State legislators approved a
bill to eliminate the Board of
Governors and create a separate
board for each of the five universities this past year.
The BOG is the governing
body for Eastern, Western,
Northeastern, Chicago State
anq __Gover11~..t • S !IJe:•. li_ni "'
verfil ties .
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Carmqn curling
iron s~ts .o ff a _
$100, 00 blaze
A Carma Hall room was set
ablaze las October causing
$100,000 in amages.
The fire b gan by a hot curling iron tha was left on while
the owner wak gone. The curling
iron caught $ome clothes lying
on the bed on_ fire.
Residents of the room where
the fire began, Room 610, were
evacuated along with all the
other sixth floor residents and
the residents in the rooms
directly above and below Room
610.
The fire caused extensive
~ie~alnage throu:ghout the
,._ ...
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TOP TEN REA50N5 TO
ORDER A PIZZA FROM
JERRY'S UPON ARRIVAL Ar

EIU

10. You have no food in your apartment yet.
9. You don't want to eat dorm food until you really have to.
8. You are not of age to enter the bars.
7. It is close to campus.
6. It is the easiest to find pizza joint.
5. You need the energy to make it through the first week of class.
4. You get all of the basic four food groups.
3. If you don't have your own transportation they will deliver.
2. You won't have to wash dishes afterward.

1. Jerry needs the money to recover from slow summer

JERRY'S PIZZA ~ PUB
Corner of 4th and Lincoln

345-2844
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Bar-entry age
raises to 21,
forces closings

The bar-en tr ~ ge changed
21 years of age in June 1994.
Since that time, Thirsty'
Tavern closed in September 19
and Panther's Lounge, 151
Fourth St., closed last Spring.
Eastern has been recommendIn the past year, the owner
ed for full accreditation for Ike's Little Campus, 411 Linco
~nother 10 years in an evalua- Ave., sold his business. It will
tion report to the university by opening under new management.
the North Central Association of
Some bars have tried to alt
Collegeff _1!rid~chools.
_
The NCA report went to a' und~r- 21 papulatiofl:--- - _::_.
staff review panel and then to
Ted Bertuca, owner of Ted
the NCA governing board who Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St., co
will approve the accreditation.
verted the bar from a hard r
In the report, the NCA team establishment to one with an a
sighted various areas of ages juice bar on one floor and
strength at Eastern including a alternative music format.
strong level of institutional recently sold the bar.
commitment to higher education
Don Yost, owner of Stix, 14
by all members affiliated with Fourth St., remodeled to separa
the university, a positive resi- the restaurant from the bar ar
_. d.entiaLliving environment, a and added a coffee house.
stable and dedicated faculty, a
Ken K&a-t-ing, owner of E.
strong' Minority Assistance Krackers and Stu's Sur s1aeo:,~Mi11
Program and an attitude by the Fourth St., has remodeled the b
students that reflects dedication to a one-floor dance bar an
and positive experiences at the replaced the shot bar with po
university.
tables. The second floor has be
The NCA governing board is changed to a banquet hall for t
·e 'Xpec-ted t6 · make an official ·restaurant :

admin i st r at io n hopes to ha ve

a

decision in early fall.
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oposed changes to affect honors program
ar
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If this program was required of all honors
students, we would have to make up the (monetary) difference between going to Eastern and
going abroad.
Herb Lasky

All honors students should
required to spend a
ester studying in a forcountry, said the direcof Eastern's Honors
ams, at the Council on
demic Affair's meeting in
y.
Herb Lasky, who is not a
er of the Council, displans for a study
d program to expand
's honors program.
sky said the model he
was "clearly defined
ry structured."

OPEN
24 '
OURS

Lasky's proposed changes
to the honors program, to
graduate from Eastern's honors program, a student would
be required to participate in
the study-abroad program.
Going to a non-English-

...
j

U

I

ro r

.-,1

speaking country for a
semester would be a requirement for all honors program
students, not an option, he
said.
For the semester abroad,
honors students would

max
;If 1' d «I

e, 4'

receive 15 hours of credit,
graded according to Eastern
standards.
Addressing concerns that
the program would unduly
prolong honors students' educations, Lasky said classes
would be "double-counted" to
fulfill general education
requirements and honors
program requirements.
The 15 hours of course
work would focus on the
country the students were in
and could include topics like
archaeology, foreign language, history, fine artsarchitecture and literature,
Lasky said.

However, the proposal is
still in the planning stage,
Lasky said.
"After we finish planing,
the next things we have to do
is write budgets and pray."he
said.
If the project is approved,
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education would have to provide new money, Lasky said.
Eastern would have to pay
for students to go to Europe,"
Lasky said. "If this program
was required of all honors
students, we would have to
make up the (monetary) difference between going to
Eastern and going abroad."

OPEN
24
HOURS
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Bargains Galori
on GM, HBC

$J ,$2,$3,$4
Bins!!!

-

1Coke

,
-----------

24 Pak 1 1 IGA Margarine 1

L-----------~L-----------~
Eagle Thins
Culligan Water

2/$3
13.5 oz.-14.5oz.

Tony's Italian Pizza

2/$4
13.5 oz.-14.5oz.

10
GALLONS
FREE
2/$1 WITH COOLER RENTAL

1.5 Liter I Limit 2

IGA Chipped Meats

Snap

3/99¢ 2/ 1
2.5 oz.

16 oz.
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"Welconie ro Eastern Illinois Universi-ty!

Hunting For The Best
Banking Deal In
Panther COuntry? ,:"·r1",
just Track Do~••
The Nearest
Boatmen's.
1
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Just imagine, everything you ;eed in a bank account including me-beStfdcatibns"'fOf'!~
just three bucks a month. We call it the O>llegiate Options account.

n' '

'

It's everything you asked fur in one easy package, check it out:
• No fee when you use Boatmen's ATMs on lincoln a~ from Old Main,
uptown on the square, and at Wal-Mart in Charleston
• Personal checking account with unlimited check writing
privileges and no minimum balance requirement
• Free Boatmen's Banking Card or ATM card
provides safety by eliminating the need fur carrying
extra cash
• Boatmen's Banking.Card looks like~ credit card
but works like a check, eliminating the hassle
of showing extra ID or using out-of-town
checks
• 24 hour access to your account infurmation via
Telephone Banking
,. · . "
• Full S@rvice ,banking at our convenient £icility
located~ from Old Main
So ifyou're as smart as those adm.is&ons guys think you are, you'll recogniz.e a great
deal when you see it - Boatmen's O>llegiate Options account.

Call 345-2101 and tal( to a Personal Banker~

.;rn BOATMEN'S

9

lAlBANKS
Member FDIC

Credit services sub:Jea to credit approval

..;
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ILLINOIS LJ:'\:IVERSITY

istory revealed
or new students
and Back to School Editions
began more than 20 years
ago, to welcome students to
campus and provide the
choosing Eastern, you inside information on Eastern
made an excellent selec- as well as Charleston and the
fro continuing your edu- surrounding area.
In this first section, we will
astern's history is rich try to catch up on what's haptradition, from the ivy pening on and around camcovers the Livingston C. pus during the su_!llmer
Administration Builaing break. Included in this secMain) to the Buzzard tion is a story on fun stuff to
· ding, which served as a do in Charleston and a come school where Eastern plete guide and schedule to
dents gained hands-on the Panther Preview proching experience by gram.
tructing the children of
The second section is devotleston, to Greek Court, ed to the campus and entermany of Eastern's fra- tainment in town. Included in
ities and sororities are the campus section are looks
ed. Eastern is a unique at the Martin Luther King Jr.
to learn.
University
Union,
the
esides Gov. Edgar, other Student Recreation Center,
ous Eastern alumni Booth Library and Eastern's
e actor John Malkovich, Health Service.
ketball star
Kevin
The third; and final, secorth and football all-. tion centers o~ Eastern's
eft' Gossett
sports teams. Included are
m honored late alum- rosters and schedules of most
r Burl Ives with a dis- of the fall teams.
This preview of life at
in the Booth Library this
Eastern should be a pretty
tradition of The Daily good start to what needs to be
m News New Student known about Eastern. Enjoy.

-PAID ADVERTISEMENT-

Charleston' S Bar Alternatives
Not everyone at EIU goes to student committee determines
the bars. At least not for the which music is suitable.
past seven years. It was then Some of the music played at
that Tony Soper, Campus the nightelub includes: Spin
Minister at the Wesley Doctors,
Arrested
Foundation, kept hearing Development, Boyz II Men,
from students that they went and some of th old favorites
to the bars in town because like Snap, M.C. Hammer, and
there wasn't any place else to many others. You will also
go. At first he wondered, hear some religious rock
"What about the bowling alley, artists.
"What we are trying to promovie theaters or other places
where people go for entertain- vide is a bar-type atmosphere,
ment?"
where students can relax with
But then he realized what their friends, have a terrific
the students are actually say- time and remember it the next
ing is NOT that there is no morning." The nonalcoholic
place other than the bars to nightclub is run by students
go, but that "if you don't go to and will be open the first week
the bars in Charleston, there's · of school August 25 from
no place in Charleston LIKE 9p.m. to 1 a.m., then every
the bars to go."
Friday throughout the school
So was born the idea for year. "We are always looking
the Lighthouse which is locat- for volunteers to help run the
ed in the Wesley Foundation's Lighthouse; it's the only way
basement across 4th street we can continue to offer it free.
from Lawson Hall. ·The We need people to work the
Lighthouse is Eastern's only concession stand, the table,
Bar alternative nightclub, and D.J.'s," Soper said. If
complete with black walls, you're interested in helping,
special effects lighting, D.J.'s, contact Soper at the Wesley
concessions, pingpong, pool Foundation.
foosball, and more.
The Wesley Foundation
Music is played generally also offers many other stuby popular demand, with few dent-run programs in addition
stipulations. "We play just to the ·Lighthouse. Through
about anything the students the first week of school,
want to hear," Soper said. A August 20-25, there will be

various-activities. On Monday
"For New Students Only" will
meet at 6:30 p.m. Just hang
out and meet new people;
there will be fun and refreshments. Hope you can join the
fun!
Other on-going activities at
the Wesley Foundation
include:
•Sunday "cent" Suppers every
week, beginning Sunday
August20.
•Weekly Bible studies, (check
with Tony to find out times &
subjects.)
•Mid-week devotions and
Communion, every Wednesday evening at 9:30 p.m ..
•PLUS swim parties, hayrides,
rollerskating, shopping trips,
mission trips, worship service
teams go out to area churches, etc.
Come join the fellowship
and good times! There are
plenty of ways to get involved- or just come and relax,
whichever you like! If you'd
like to attend any of the "New
Student" activities or find out
more about the Wesley
Foundation or the Lighthouse,
or if you need a ride, give us a
call at 348-8191 or 345-3455
(after hours). The Wesley
Foundation is located across
4th street from Lawson Hall.

A

HOUSEFUL
OF
BOOKS

Little
Ca------.

WAND USED!
.·

PAPERBACK!
HARDBACK!
POETRY!
FICTION! COOK. BOOKS!
KIDS BOOKS!
ART BOOKS!
CARDS!
WRAP!
POSTERS!
MUCHMORE!

1096 OFF

EVERYTHING
UGHT THE WEEK

OF

AUG. 21-26.

I~

~ 1991 'Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc:

3 W. LincOln

345-4743

I-. - - - - - - - - - - ~er-: 9s- - ,
ONE LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA ~ 1-I

I

I
I

OR

Two

LARGE

1 ITEM

PIZZAS

·$ 1 1~?us

I
I

r------------------,
$1

I

CRAZY BREAD

CRAZY SAUCE

r?u?rAX

I

L-----~~---------J

ts, get you~
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ews ... call

1-2812

~

tITILE CAESARS NOW DELNERS
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Foundation challenges Jorn
By JONI LAMB
Guide editor

Eastern President David Jorns
has had his share of ups and downs
with the Foundation Board and the
Board of Governors.
The Foundation Board is
Eastern's major fund-raising organization. The Board of Governors is
the governing board for Eastern,
Western, Northeastern, Chicago
State and Governors State
Universities.
In May, during a teleconference
meeting, the Foundation members
met as a board in executive session
and approved a resolution that stated it "has lost confidence in
President Jorns' ability to lead the
fund-raising
efforts
of the
University."
Stephen Falk, vice president for
institutional advancement and
Foundation executive officer, said,
"No university employees were in
that meeting or knew about the

meeting."
The Foundation
Board of Directors
is composed of
nine
members
including
Eastern's pastpresident Stan
Rives, President
Ramona Roberson
and
Secretary
Maggie Hollowell,
President
whose husbands
DavidJorns
are trustees of the
BOG.
Hollowell and Roberson did not
vote on the resolution.
Although the exact beginning of
the disagreement is unclear, much
confusion ensued after Jorns made
suggestions to the Foundation
regarding fundraising.
"We didn't do anything to the
Foundation," Jorns said. "We made a
few changes in institutional
advancement."
After the no-confidence vote from

the Foundation, the Faculty Senate,
Council of Chairs and Civil Service
Council all passed independent resolutions supporting Jorns.
Falk resigned in June less than a
month after he said that problems
with Jorns made his future at the
university uncertain.
Falk came to Eastern in April
1989 to become the university's first
vice president for development.
Jorns was also the focus of a BOG
executive session as well. No action
was taken at the meeting.
In the midst of the conflicts with
the Foundation and BOG, Jorns was
one of eight finalists for the presidency of University of Northern
Iowa. He was not selected as one of
the four finalists.
Jorns said he is happy at Eastern
and not looking for a position at
another school.
Since this time, Jorns has apologized to the BOG at the June 29
meeting.
"I regret any embarrassment I

have caused the board," Jorns
"For my part, I've made mist
and I ·regret those."
Jorns said he values
Foundation and its dedicated
hers.
"I hope we can let bygone
bygones," he said.
The Times-Courier reported
the BOG discussed personnel co
erations regarding Jorns in an
utive session June 29.
Jorns then met witli
Foundation Board June 30. Dt
that meeting, the administra
and the Foundation Board agre
appoint a committee made u
both university and Founda
Board members to review the his
ical and legal relationship bet
the two bodies; the primary ne the
concerns and interests of each;
to make recommendations and i
reports which might be consid
for improving the relationship in
future.
~mvb1JJ
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FUTON SOFA BEDS

Our Frames
don't crack.
Our Beds are
comfortable.

Futo-ns
702 Jackson,
Charleston
Ph. 345-9139

saas

Large 1 Item Pizza & Free Qt. of Coke
No Coupon - Just Ask

FREE
DELIVERY

+Tax

Not valid
with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
'til 2 am on Weekends

We now accept
Credit Cards
on deliveries

345-3400
Expires 5/5/95

We offer a complete list of services...
•Copies
•Resumes
• Color copies
• Printer toners
. • School supplies
•Office furniture
• UPS Shipping
• Fax service
• Typewriter ribbons
•Graduation announcements
• Art and drafting supplies

Take a break and enjoy
the Perfect Pizza at the
Perfect Price---fresh
and steaming hot.
We'll even include our
special garlic sauce

and pepperoncinis all at no extra cost! So
if you get the hungries
for great-tasting pizza,
call your Papa. It's that
easy!

Perfect Pizza.
Perfect Price •
Everyday

348..w828
Serving Charleston

... and much more!

&..

16¢ Copies ... Everyday!I

'Prn~1
.H

'-""

Eastern Illinois Universi

· 426 W. Llncol

Printint&
lftice Prlilucts

r-----------~------------r----------

: FREE

418 W. Lincoln
Fax: 345-6331
Charleston, IL
Phone:345-1338
CIU CIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIU
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to the EIU community
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PARTY PA
1 ro:p~~~g;izzas

!Bread Sticks

Late Night
Special

I w/purchase of any reg:
ul.ar priced pizza.
I Not vahd with any other coupon.

Not valid with any other coupon.

Additional Toppings 95¢

I Ex Ires

After 9 p.m. ONLY.

Expires

I s1fs;9s

~

$21.95

Large Pi.zza
for t?e price of a small.

~ ~:;;s

~

Not valid with any other cou

B/28/95

...._

L-----------~------------~----------

New ~tudent Edition DA.

arleston offers a 'hot spot' for everyone's taste
s note: The foUowing preview was
d by former News staff editors
Chambers and Cathy Behrendt for
New Student and Back to School edifor 1991. This preview has been
for accuracy and timeliness.
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friends at many of the local bars in town.
For those who plan to socialize at the
bars, which is now only for those 21
years-old or older (Mayor Cougill and the
City Council saw to that last year), you'll
be happy to. know Chucktown offers a
wide variety of waMring holes.
So grab your IDs and plenty of cash
and come along to:
Stu's, 1405 Fourth St. Get ready for a
lot of giveaways at this Chucktown hot
spot through out the year! It's one of the
few dance bars in town, and offers several micro-brews along with its usual
domestic favorites. There is usually a
small cover charge, but the music's hot
and so's the spot.
Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren, is like
Cheers with an alternative flare. With a
wide selection of drinks and a kitchen
staff who makes a pretty mean hamburger, Friends is the kind of bar you'll want
to spend some time in.
Ike's Little Campus, 411 Lincoln Ave.
Across from Old Main, Ike's is known as
a greek hangout, but is obviously not
exclusively for greek patrons. So stop in,
play a game of pool or foosball, relax and
watch the ivy grow across the street.

Jerry's Pizza and Pub, 320 Lincoln
Ave. This basement pub, across from
Pemberton Hall, also has a strong pizza
following in the upstairs restaurant.
Marty's, 1466 Fourth St., directly
across from the Lincoln, Stevenson,
Douglas complex. You'll Find a veritable
Chex Mix of campus culture here, especially on the crowded weekend nights.
Stop in and play a game of pool, darts, or
foosball. Check your stereotypes at the
door.
Mike and Stan's, 504 Monroe Ave.
Formerly Chink's, this is a place worth
getting up for - or in most cases, never
going to bed for - it opens its door's at 6
a.m. Mike ~d Stan's crowd is also an
interesting recipe - about three scoops
Charleston natives and one scoop of
Eastern students sruiken vigorously.
Mother's, 506 Monroe Ave. - be warned
that veterans of this bar call it ''Mom's."
Mom's is a large, antique sign-studded
establishment that features DJ-spun
mixes from alternative to pop to dance
music, and sometimes, 70s and 80s
music. This bar generally draws a large
crowd, so lines out front aren't unheard
of

Roe's Tavern, 410 Sixth St., received
some renovations last year and features
an air-conditioned full-length bar, pool
tables, foosball, and booths for your comfort and privacy.
Stix, 1412 Fourth St., is an air-conditioned billiards establishment with several dart boards and pool tables that can be
rented by the hour. The bar also features
a wide array of beer and made-to-orderpizza.
Ted's Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St., is a
bit off the beaten path, but you don't need
a compass to get there, just follow the
sound of the live music. Ted's is the host
of high energy rock and heavy metal
bands on Friday and Saturday nights.
There is usually a small cover charge, but
look for coupons in the Daily Eastern
News (How's that for a plug?).
The Uptowner & Cellar, 623 Monroe
Ave., has the city's largest variety of '
imported beers and usually caters to
Eastern's older students, professors and
Charleston residents. The Uptowner also
has a wide array of food and you won't
want to miss the grilled chicken sandwich and delicious fries. So, drop by and
enjoy a game of pool or foosball.

'

CLIP AND SAVE.
CARRY·OUT AND DELIVERY
SPECIALS I

r-------------------------~
I A Medium (14")
Softdough Bread~ticks
I

I Thin Crust Pizza with
0
rr.
•
I A

:·
I

I

ny ne J.Oppmg .
of Your Choice

(5 per order with
Thmato Sauce)

·

99 Cl!

$,95.

-----------

$8.95 with a
Large Pizza

With any 1411 or 16"
pizza purchase.

t@ t) 38 ~~~~ila

I
I

:
11
1

I
:

SANDWICHES
HAM I. CHE&SE Thin-sliced Ham and
American Cheese on French Bread. Served
hot. Chips included ................................. 2.H
SUPER SU8 Salami, Ham, Summer Sausage, Lettuce, Sweet Onion, Tomatoes and
Imported Cheeee.ServedhotonFrench Sr.d.
Chipe includ.ed., ..........
$
u .... , ••• , •••••••••••• ,.

MINI SU8 A smaller version of the Super
Sub. Also served with Chips................. 2.34
HOT SICILIAN Pepperoni, Ham, Melted
Mozzar~, Bacon and Lettuce. Served hot
on French Bread. Chips included ..........2.99

Please present coupon.

Offers expire Oct. 8, 1995
L-------------------------~
See list below for pizza prices with additional toppings.

Choice of 1 Topping.. ............................
Choice of 2 Toppings............................
Choice of 3 Toppings......... ...................
Choice of 4 Toppings......... ...................
Deluxe (7 Toppings)................. ............
Veggie (All Vegetable Combo)...........
Delight.(5 Tpp,.pings)............................

THIN
16"

7.95
8.93
9.91

10.16
10.56
10.31
10.31

8.95
10.15
11.35
11.70
12.30
11.95
11.95

PAN
14"
9.52
10.72
11.92
12.27
12.87
12.52
12.52

348·7515
SALADS

8'' PIZZA SPECIAL An individual Cheese
Pizza, Individual Salad and a Large Soft
Drink. ..........................................................4.40

INDIVIDUAL SALAD Lettuce, Tomatoes,
Shredded Carrots and Colby Cheese

Additional Toppings .........................20 each
Extra Cheese.......................... ...................... 50
Premium Blend (Mozzarella & Colby)...... 50

PIZZA TOPPINCS
MEATS
Sausage, Bacon, Ham,
Pepperoni, Hamburger

RAVIOLI A generous individual portion of
meat-filled Ravioli with Marinara Sauce ..3.29

~~i~~::~.~~-~-~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~~-~1;
SPACHETTI An individual serving of Spaghetti with Marinara Sauce.....................2.79

SPACHETTI WITH MEATBALLS An indi-

INDIVIDUAL PIZZAS

8" PIZZA An individual Cheese Pizza ...2.96

filled Tortellini with a lightly-spiced.Marinara
Sauce........................................................... 3.29
Tortellini withanlndividualSaladand Large
Soft Drink. ................................................. 4.99

~:tg~~~.~~~.~~.~~~~:~~.~~~-~.~~-~~~-~~l:

C)larleston • 909 18th Street

ce.

Served with our special Garlic Breadsticks.

TORTELLINI An individual order of meat-

CARRY·OUT/DELIVERY SPECIALS
14"

PASTA

................ ...................... ...................... ..........1.07
PARTY SALAD ....................................... 3.35

CHEF'S SALAD A delicious combination of
Lettuce, Ham, Cheese and Fresh Vegetables
with choice of Dressing........................... 2.95
Extra portions of Salad Dressing:
20 oz. 2.19

5 oz. cup .65

DRESSINC CHOICES: French, 1000 Island. Creamy Italtan, Creamy Italian Ute.

vidual serving of Spaghetti and Meatballs
with Marinara Sauce................................5.29
Spaghetti and Meatballs with an Individual
Salad and Large Soft Drink.................... 4.99

PARTY PASTA
A group-portion of our specialty Pasta
(enough for 4-5 people). Served with Garlic
Breads ticks.

TORTELLINI ............................................ 9.99
RAVIOLI ................................................... 9.99
SPACHETTI WITH SAUCE ................. ....7.59
SPAGHETTI WITH MEATBALLS.......... 9.99

Prices subject

to change.

VEGETABLES
Mushrooms, American Green Peppers,
Italian Green Peppers (Hot),
Black Olives, Tomatoes,
Green Olives, Onions

DELIVERY HOURS:
Monday-Thursday, 4 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Friday, 4 p.m.-Midnight
Saturday, 11 a.m.-Midnight
Sunday, 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
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. Buzzard renovation plans halted for now
By JONI IAMB
Guide editor

Renovation on Eastern's campus has
come to a halt.
Students who left in May probably
expect to come back and find Buzzard
being gutted. However, construction has
not begun.
The Buzzard Building renovation has
been delayed because the project is 15
percent over the bid, said Ted Weidner,
~r of the physical plant.
The original bid for the renovation was
$1.5 million.
Eastern is unable to pick up the extra
costs to continue the project so the renovation is back to square one, Weidner said.
"We'll have to start the bidding process
for the whole renovation all over again,"
he said.

The first phase extends from the far
south end all the way up to the dean's
suite and educational administration,
Weidner said.
"We expect that after a year after construction that we will disturb the rest of
the building;' which includes child development, educational psychology and most
of the second education and foundations,
he added.
Eastern President David Jorns said it
is common for projects such as this to be
rebid.
"You can't really predict what bids will
be," Jorns said. "It's going to be a real
inconvenience for a couple years."
The delay of the project will affect the
students and faculty who use the building.
"We will be pushing more people out of
the building," Weidner said. "There will

"The university and capital development board have accepted the bids for
heating, ventilation and electrical,"
Weidner said. ''Plumbing and archchitecture are being rebid. We don't anticipate
opening those bids until mid to late
October."
A one-and-a-half-phase plan is being
proposed to limit time and money. By
changing to a two-phase plan instead of
five-phases, the project should be completed faster than originally planned, said
Morgan Olsen, vice president for business
affairs.
Weidner said fewer phases speeds up
the project because the contractor can do
more work all at once instead of doing little pieces. "If you 1;ake a big job and divide
it into five little pieces, it takes longer
than consolidating into one big job," he
said.

(

•

(J

likely be fewer classes held, and some
the faculty who thought they could st.a
might have to move."
Bppth_Library expansion-filld renov'~c:IJ
tion is also on hold.
The state legislature failed to app
increased bonding before the spring SaiotF-=i
sion ended. Weidner said the money fi
the renovations comes from bonds
the state sells. The bill will wait until
fall-veto session.
"It's our assumption that it will go
through in the fall veto session," Jo
said.
Weidner said the Illinois Board
Higher Education in Springfield, whi
oversees about 12 universities and
community colleges in Illinois, recom
mended that $1 m!llion be given t
Eastern for planning the renovations several months ago.
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SUPPLIES

Madison Street
15th
St.

Petro pies
4th
St.

18th
St.
Lincoln Avenue

• Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals
•
· · <f!!>"' .
• Live Bait & Tackle
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--- ...-

~~-...

The~WESJ'T.~G~,

•
......
···~

:R

-------featuring ...
-Brand New Wolff Tanning Beds With Face Tanners!
-Air Conditioning!
-Headsets and Cassettes Available!
-Complete Line of Lotions and Accelerators!
-Great Package Prices!
-Easy Ways to Pay ... Cash, Check, or Credit Card!
Located in University Plaza next to
Dale Bayles and Joey's Sandwich Shop.

345 .. 5555
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ow
stern adopts anti-smoking policy in most buildings
· ed to approve
the spring sesthe money for
[Om bonds that
ill wait until the

cials, the policy change seeks to
improve working conditions on
Eastern's campus.
astern pipe, cigarette and
"This action provides the best
smokers will be out in the working conditions for all
after July 1.
members of the university comnew university policy ban- munity," said Jill Nilsen, special
smoking in all university assistant to Eastern President
dings, except select areas of David Jorns.
ersity housing, takes effect
Within the residence halls,
aturday.
enforcement of the policy will be
king will also be prohibit- dealt with on an individual
university vehicles, out- basis.
venus, such as athletic
"As university officials we
and concerts; and in air- have to ebforce the rules," said
or entry ways.
Lance Phillips, a Douglas Hall
mpt from the policy change residence hall assistant.
private rooms on desig"I'm not going to go room to
ftoors in specific residence room, looking for people smokuniversity-owned private ing," Phillips said. But he said if
ces and outdoor smoking he is there and someone -is
next to university build- breaking the rules, action will be
taken.

Students found in violation of
the new policy will be turned
over to the hall counselors who
will determine how the case will
be handled, said Phillips.
If violations occur outside of
the residence halls, complaints
will be dealt with by the "various departments depending on
the complainant's position on
campus," states a report by the
Eastern Public Affairs Office.
Appeals by the student body
can be addressed to the Jud~cial
Affairs Office. Faculty and
administrators can appeal to the
various deans or vice presidents,
civil service staff to the human
resources department and nonuniversity personnel to the campus police department.
1'he Student, Staff and
Faculty senates all approved the

new policy last semester.
The student body approved the
no-smoking policy 359-300 on
Feb. 22.
The policy change was finalized by the President's Council
on March 29.

n't leave campus without it
ated version of debit card may offer more student spending freedom
's proposed debit card system may have
ergo some chandes pending Gov. Edgar's
ofnew legislation.
ntly, Eastern's student IDs can only be
in dining services. Originally, the proposed
card system would have allowed students and
ts to deposit money in an account to be
for on campus services.
er, legislation that would require Eastern
i,-to be allowed to use debit cards <it local

businesses has been adopted by the General allowed to participate in the program.
Assembly and was sent to Gov. Edgar on May 24,
Although Eastern originally wanted to confine
said Shelly Flock, coordinator of public information the use of the debit cards to facilities on campus,
at Eastern.
Flock said the university is willing to work with
"Eastern was already considering extending the local merchants.
use of debit cards to copiers, soda machines, laun"We are looking to move ahead, even if it
dry machines, the bookstore and privately operated includes expanding the program to local merfat food restaurants on campus like McDonald's," chants," said Flock.
Flock said that if Edgar signs the bill, it will
Flock said. "The cards may also be able\to be used
become law, effective Jan. 1, 1996.
for identification and for access to residence halls."
Senate Bill 93 states that public universities
Monty Bennett, director of purchases at Eastern,
must allow local businesses to participate in a debit said, "From what I've heard, the Governor will sign
card -program, said Ftock: Bars would not be--it......
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JEANS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
MEN'S • WOMEN'S • CHILDREN'S
•••
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Our
4
"Red.Tab ' Guarantee":
We will meet or beat any competitors' price on
any comparabte Levi's® Red Tab jean, shirt or
jacket GUARANTEED!

rBy
CROSS COUNTY MALL

MICROWAVES! . . . .FRIGERATOR
•
.r

•NO BOTHER HAULING TO AND FROM SCHOOL
•COST SAVINGS IN EXPENSIVE ORDER-OUT FOODS
•LOCALLY OWNED (IF EXCHANGE IS NECESSARY)
•LOW COST-ROOMMATES USUALLY SHARE RENT
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MINI-FRIDGE
AS LOW AS

s49

FOR ENTIRE
ACADEMIC
YEAR!!

r-------------------1·r----------------EIU DELIVERY SCHEDULE
,/

·.

-, -RESERVATION COUPON: MICROWAVE 0

I
I
I

MINl-~EFRIGERATO~O

/
Just send a $10.00 check
or money order for each appliaq,ce.

Pemberton ......................................9-1 O a.
Lincoln, Douglas, Stevenson ....................... 10-11 a.

Name

Ford, McKinney, Weller ....................... 11 a.m.-12 p.
Taylor, Lawson ...................................12-1 p.

I.LI
.. ~
,I nome Address

Thomas, Andrews .................................1-2 p.

I
I
I

Carman .........................................2-3 p.

I

: Campus Address

I
I
I

AUGUST 21 & 22

MAIL TO:

East Hall ........................................3-4 p.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;__/

Carlyle Rentals
P.O. Box 564
Charleston, IL 61920

I

Keep this schedule and meet our trucks
on August 21 & 22 in Charleston.

217-348-7746

L---~---------------~L-------------------

APPLIANCE
PRICES
MICROWAVES
9-Month Lease $59 + $10 deposit = $69
1 ~-Month Lease $79 + $1 0 deposit ~ $89

REFRIGERATORS
·small Do_rm Size Unit (1.3 cu) I 9-Month Lease
$49 + $1 O Deposit = $59
Maxi Size Unit (2.7 cu) I 9-Month Lease
$59 + $.to Deposit = $69
Super Maxi Size Unit (4.0 cu) I 9-Month Lease
$69 + $1 O Deposit = $79
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Fine dining offered on campus
fall. The campus McDonald's has all
the
conveniences
of other
McDonald's restaurants.
"In addition to having the same
items as other McDonald's, we also
have big pretzels, popcorn, and flavored coffees," Restaurant Manager
Amy Deel said.
The Lobby Shop, formerly known
as the Sugar Shack, is located on the
second floor of the west building in
the Union, outside of McDonald's.
The Lobby Shop will be open 8 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday.
"We offer dry cleaning, photo processing, cake and balloon delivery,
an assortment of danish and
muffins, cookies, newspapers,

By LORETTA A. RIGSBY
Staff writer

Eastern students can find affordable dining, a quick cup of coffee and
many other services right on campus.
Eastern's Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union is the home of four
restaurants offering services to
Eastern students. Students have the
option of choosing between
McDonald's, the Lobby Shop, Coffee
Express or the Rathskeller, depending on their needs.
McDonald's is located on the second floor of the west building of the
Union. McDonald will be open 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m Monday through Thursday
and 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday in the

nachos, popcorn and fat-free yogurt
style churn-chills, as well as an
assortment of other sweets," Store
Manager Cathy Engelkes said.
Coffee Express is located in the
east building of the University
Union on the first floor. Coffee
Express is open from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Regular
and decaffeinated coffee is available
every day. The restaurant also offers
pastries, milk, juices, cappuccino,
espresso and a new flavored coffee
every day.
"(Coffee express) did quite well in
the spring" when it opened, said
Suzanna Fairley, catering supervisor
and assisting manager to Coffee
Express and the Rathskeller.
"Hopefully, if we keep picking up,

105 W. Lincoln
Charleston
345-7711
DELIVERY
348-8213

we will eventually have extende
hours," she added.
The Rathskeller located in th
east building basement of the Unio
and offers fine dining and caterin
services. The Rathskeller is open fo
lunch from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m
Monday through Friday. Fairley sai
students are offered quality food at
reasonable prices.
"We operate on a four week rota
tion of menus," Fairley said . "W
offer quite a variety with hot pla
specials, deli sandwiches, grille
sandwiches, soup and salad bar."
The Rathskeller's menu item
begin at $.99 and consist of dail
lunch specials priced at $2.99 o
$3.45.

DELIVERY
348-8213

You'll ·
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LARGE
LARGE i
PIZZA
SPECIALTY
MED. PRICE
PIZZA

Medium
Specialty Pizza

'9gg

r------------------------------i

I
I

$]OO OFF
any Large Pizza

'1099

'1099

Choose from *Meat Lover's®,
*Pepperoni Lover's®,
& *Supreme

Order any Large Pizza and pay
the price of a Medium with the
same number of toppings.

$1.00
Iii ~~ OFF

*Get a second pizza of equal
or lesser value for only $7.00

*Get a second pizza of equal
or lesser value for only $7.00

any Medium Pizza

Please present coupon when ordering. One
coupon per order at participating Pizza Hut"
restaurants. Not valid in combination with any
other Pizza Hut'" offer. Coupon expires 8-31-95.

OR

Please present coupon when ordering. One
coupon per order at participating Pizza Hu~
restaurants. Not valid in combination with any
other Pizza Hut'" offer. Coupon expires 8-31-95.

Please present coupon when ordering. One
coupon per order at participating Pizza Hut"
restaurants. Not valid in combination with any
other Pizza Hut'" offer. Coupon expires 8-31-95. :

1
1

I

L------------------------------~

L------------------------------~

r------------------------------,

r------------------------------ 1

Manager's
Special

Medium
Specialty Pizza
C!I Medium
I-Topping
Pizza

'1499

Medium Specialty Pizza,
Medium One Topping
Pizza, & 4 Drinks
(with free refills)

2LARGE
SINGLE
TOPPING
PIZZAS

Choose from *Meat Lover's®,
*Pepperoni Lover's®, & *Supreme

Additional toppings available
at regular menu price.

'1899

Choose from *Meat Lover's®,
*Pepperoni Lover's®,
& *Supreme

'1499

Please present coupon when ordering. One
Please present coupon when ordering. One
coupon per order at participating Pizza Hut'"
coupon per order at participating Pizza Hut"
restaurants. Not valid in combination with any
restaurants. Not valid in combination with any
. , 1.other Pizza H~. of!er. ,Coup<?~ expir~ 8·31.· 95. • -j _IL other. Pizza Hu.I."' otter. Coupon expir.es ~-3.1-95. . .
t., __ _, __ ... ,.!~~,_.!-:2,-....2.·~..:!o..:!t..:!:....:~..:
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Please present coupon when ordering. One
coupon per order at participating Pizza Hut"
restaurants. Not valid in combination with any
other Pizza Huf' o~er. YoUP,<m expires 8-31.-95. ,
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Breadstix
Order any medium
or large pizza
at regular price
and receive a regular order
(5) of Breadstix for 99¢.
(Add cheese
at $1.00 per order.r ·
Please present coupon when ordering. One
coupon per order at participating Pizza Hu~
restaurants. Not valid in combination with any
other Pizza Hut" offer. C<?upon expires 8-_31-95. .
L_:_.;__.;. __ ...; _

_;~ ___..:., _____ ;..._ ..._!.;_;;.:.,.~
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anther Preview '95

s

official schedule of Eastern's welcoIIle to caIIlpus week
Panther Preview '95 kicks off Aug.
lo help orient new students to
us and provide entertainment
all students. The Panther Preview
le is as follows:

ocated in the
t of the Union
;r and catering
her is open for
to 1:30 p.m.
~Y· Fairley said
ruality food at

ur week rotaley said. "We
ith hot plate
riches, grilled
1salad bar."
menu items
nsist of daily
d at $2.99 or

FRIDAY, Aug. 18
Textbook Rental Open, 8 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
Rec Center Open, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Registration - Official Schedule
Distribution, 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
University Union Ballroom.
Placement Registration, 8:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m., University Union Check
Cashing Lobby.
Jamaican Reggae Night featuring
Tony Bell and Kutchie, 9 p.m. to
midnight, in the South Quad (rain
location: University Union Grand
Ballroom), including salsa & chips,
pop and giveaways.

SATURDAY Aug. 19
Textbook Rental Open, 10 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
Residence Hall Dining Centers
0pj3n

Rec Center Open, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Registration Official Schedule
Distribution, 9 a.m. to 1
p.m., University Union
Ballroom.
Placement Registration, 9
a.m. to 1 p.m., University
Union Check Cashing Lobby.
It's Greek to Me, 3 p.m.,
University Union Grand Ballroom.
Quakin' the Quad featuring live
band "Delilah", 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., in
the South Quad (rain location:
McAfee Gym), including bingo, face
painting, seated gyroscope, caricatures, game show, hot dogs, chips,
pop and give-aways.
Hypnotist
featuring
the
"Incredible Boris", 10:30 p.m., in the
South Quad.
·

FREE

OFF

food

&..
giveaways

Pizza

Hammerhead the comedian, 11:30
p.m., in the University Union
Rathskeller.
3-D movie featuring "Creature
from the Black Lagoon", midnight,
showing outdoors at the Campus
Pond (rain location: McAfee Gym).

SUNDAY, Aug. 20
Textbook Rental Open, 1 p.m. to
4:30p.m.
Rec Center Open, 10 a.m. to 10
p.m.
Sorority Rush Registration, 1:30
p.m. to 4 p.m., in the University
Union Grand Ballroom.
Sorority Rush Open Houses, 3:30
p.m., University Union.
Pizzafest/ Student Volunteer Fair,
$.50 pizza slices, free pop and giveaways, 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., in the
South Quad (rain location: Thomas
Dining Center).
Hollywood Squares featuring
"Lots of Prizes", 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
in the South Quad (rain location:
Thomas Dining Center).

Student Organization Day, 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m., located outside the textbook rental.
Bowling featuring $. 75 bowling
and free shoe rental, 6 p.m. to 10
p.m., located in the University Union
Bowling Alley.
Rec Center Open House, 7 p.m. to
lOp.m.

TUESDAY, Aug. 22
Bowling, featuring &.75 bowling
and free shoe rental, 6 p.m. to 10
p.m., located in the University Union
Bowling Alley.
Volleyball Tournament, 7 p.m., in
the Student Rec Center, teams of 6
must register on the spot.

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 23
Bowling featuring $. 75 bowling
and free shoe rental, 6 p .m. to 10
p.m., located in the University Union
Bowling Alley.
Volleyball Tournament, 7 p.m., in
the Student Rec Center, teams of 6
must register on the spot.

MONDAY, Aug. 21
THURSDAY, Aug. 24
First Day of Classes
Rec Center Open, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Registration - Official Schedule
Distribution, 8 :30 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
University Union Ballroom.
Back to School/ Dazed & Confused
featuring videos, Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., in the
University Union Walkway Bridge
Lounge.
Placement Registration, 8:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m., in the University Union
Check Cashing Lobby.

-

"Goin' to the Tropics" featuring
dancing, d.j., snacks and door prizes,
9 p.m. to midnight, in the University
Union Grand Ballroom.

SUNDAY, Aug. 27
Back to School Picnic featuring
free food, music and games, 1 p.m. to
4 p.m., located at the Campus Pond
Pavilion.

..

University Board
·Presents...

8p.m.

Comedian
HammerHead

OFF

11 :30p.m.

stix
Saturday, August 19, 1995
lpm-1 am South Quad
Featuring •••

edium
price
gular order
·x for 99¢.
teese
order.)' ·
hen ordering. One
"cipating Pizza Hutmbination with any
n expires 8-31-95.
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Construction function
Spruce up your bunker with the latest in dorm room fashion
By LISA KOENIG
Staff writer
Moving into a residence hall can be scary.
You can make your transition easier and fun,
when you decorate your room to make it look as
though you never left home.
Several places on campus will help you
spruce up your room. If you want something
that's simple and easy, check out the
Instructional Materials Center, located in
Buzzard 114.
"Students can laminate posters, so they don't
have to worry about them tearing when they
take them down from the wall," said Pat
Fewell, director of the IMC.
"They can also make their oyvn memo

crafts and batik.
Students are allowed to go in and work o
their own, but if they don't feel lik
Michelango, they can sign up for a worksho
Workshops are $25 for six hours and they c~~
be fit into your schedule. Artisians are also
hand to help.
Hours for the Craft Depot are 8 a.m. to 4:
p.m., Monday though Friday. They may st
open later in the evening and possib
Saturday. For more information about a wor
shop or hours call 581-5334.
However, according to the Residence Ha
Handbook, "Residents must use the 'no nai
type of hanger or a tape, (such as 3M drafti
tape) which will leave no residue on the walls.

boards," she added. Laminating will cost a student five cents per inch per 24 inches of lamina ting material. Construction paper is six
cents per sheet and tools are available to help
students cut out almost any shape they want.
The IMC is open Monday through Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on Friday from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
For something a little more hand~n, the
Craft Depot offers many activities, such as
ceramics, photography, weaving, bead jewelry
and stained glass.
"We offer anything anyone wanted to do,"
said Jon Crask, arts and crafts coordinator.
"Ceramics is our biggest demand right now."
Other activities, not so much in demand due
to advertising, are candle making, leather

New f:I Used

217-348-1041

603 Madison
Charleston, IL 6192
217-345-7838

Treasure Island

Owner, NEAL DILLON
° CERTIFIED
INSTALLER

Furniture C:I Mini-Storage
10:00-5:00

Monday-Saturday

-l!i

620 West State
Charleston, IL 61920
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•Car Audio

• Subwoofer Systems

• Auto Security

•Custom Installations

• Radar Detectors • Competitive Pricing

and
M11sica//Comedy Entertainment For All Occasions
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ooth 's new 'lost' generation
and work o
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With its imposing strucre and musty maze of
derground shelves of
known as the stacks,
&tern's Booth Library
be a frightening place
an incoming student.
Jut Dean of Library
·ces Allen Lanham said
'p to Booth should not
harrowing experience.
is important that stuknow the library staff
ere to help them find
t they need, especially
the students feel a bit
• Lanham said.
With approximately
0,000 books, nearly 2
ion microforms, and a
ber of audio-video
terials, Booth's collecis not always easy to
. This is why students
d to become familiar
the library and not be
id to ask the staff the
tions of materials, he
anham said most stu-

ts should come to Booth
enough time to learn

about the library.
"Many students come
here and say, 'I have to
write a paper for tomorrow
and I need these three
books,'" Lanham said.
"They want to get in and
out too quickly."
But by learning about
what the library offers and
the locations of these items,
Lanham said students will
learn to develop good
research skills and actually
shorten the time needed for
future library projects.
To help students find the
sources and resources they
may need, Booth boasts a
number of electronic search
programs
that
have
replaced the increasingly
outdated card catalogues.
The main reference programs available at Booth
are Illinet Online, which
serves as the statewide
union catalog of 10 million
items.
Booth also offers the
Illinois Bibliographical
Information Service (IBIS),
which can be used to search
through periodical sources
in categories such as business, general science,
humanities, the Reader's
Guide and social sciences.
The Education Resources
Information Center (ERIC)
is a more specialized form
of database that allows students to access the most
recent information in the

'Booth materials readily available
from other IlliMis libraries. For assistance in
this area, students should con.tact the
Cireulatioi:t Desk.
• CARL Uncover is a comput.erized in
approximately 14,000
als on all
and can be used at any
et Online _u_._........
• IBIS provides access to a number of academic indexes.
Information on other library services is ~·
in the "Information Booth" pamp
locates the
·als at
can be picked up at the Referen
of m Booth Library.
l3ooth Library's fall hours are as follow$~
l¥>tarles and JnOre
a.m. to 11:45 p.m. on Monday t
Thursday,: 8 a.m. tn 4:45 p.m. on Friday, 9 a.m.
tn 4:45
• on Saturday and 1:30 p.m. tQ 11:45 .
p.m.on
day.
-St,affReporl
field of education.
And these programs are
just a sample of what is
available at Booth Library,
said reference librarian
Carl Lorber.
"There are about 44 electronic indexing sources
available," Lorber said.
One of the newest of
these sources is Psyc Info,
an indexing program with
access to a large number of
psychological reference
materials. Lorber said the
program was made available July 1994 and was
"requested by many students and faculty."
"It's extremely beneficial

if you're doing research on
psychological matters like
self-esteem or subliminals,"
Lorber said.
"This is an area that a
lot of students have
expressed interest in, and.
something we were excited
about when it was made
available to us."
Booth has also been in
the process of updating
other areas to further serve
the students, Lanham said.
"We recently replaced
several microform readers,
added new photocopiers,
and will continue to update
our computer resources.
The students' technology

fee money is paying for six
more terminals in the reference area for CD-ROM
databases," he said.
"If students would utilize
the resources of Booth to
their maximum, they would
be surprised by the information they could find and
how much better they could
perform on their exams and
written assignments."
Lanham said incoming
students interested in touring the library should check
the tour schedule that will
be posted in front of Booth's
Circulation Desk.
- Staff Report

Open 7 days a week
Mon-Sat: 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. • Sun: Noon - 11 p.m.

Bar entry age 21
Restaurant, Bar, & Banquet Facility
Phone: 348-7849 (STIX)
Call for carry-out

• New all-Purpose Banquet facility
parties, weddings, etc., 200 cap.acity
•Live D.J.

Mii.................

MENU/CARRY-OUT

Top 40 "Hot Hits" every night

• 5 Classic pool tables
"Best in Charleston"

• Laser Karaoke .
Sing along Tuesday 7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m. Friday

2 6ig Screen/Satellite TV's/6 Regular TV's
(Sports headquarters)

•Dart Video center
• Compact Pisc Juke Box
• 4:00 Club (Friday)

•We never charge a cover
Restaurant is open to everyone until 9 p.m. each day.
fter 9 p.m. you must be 21 to enter restaurant area.

Your New Off- Campus Study Place
Open Late - If you stay
Mon. -Thurs. 7:30- 2am
_Fri.&.. Sat. 7:30 - 3am
Sun. 11am - 11pm

•
•
•
•

Suake "' Ril7eye~ New York Stt\ip
"Fiet:J $8n&l~foh Qt' (l".f I1111e.r
.,
fi?rnothet'S'd Fd~0
t:t;alian
beef'wtt;h
mozzarella
.
.

• CBLT

,

arta

'"
,~,

.r-:i'lli
§0

.

•Pizza. #t:;ee.t fn townff taoo
e>pfcy whit~: Extra t;.aet;.y. v
• Mupho Naahoe>
.
.
• AppQt:°.IZet"t'' comt?o 17,iae>ket: oniot1 rfnge. f?Oppere~
muehroome. mozz eticke. hot. chicken, wui0e;,. crab ran0oon.
•Chef S$alaa- Caeear Salaq
•Chicken f.atjita ealaa
• Ch le.ken breiu>t<

" 5PLA5H OF CLA55"
EDUCATION 15 OUR FUTURE
CHARLE5TON'5 #1 ALTERNATIVE
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Our Stylists
want to WELCOME
you to our Salon!
Joyce
Sandy · Lee
Colby
Mendi
Steve
Sheila
Libby
r------------------------------------------------------------------------fREE Shampoo and Conditioning Treatment
with the purchase of a haircut.
Regular Price sl6 NOW $1050 - First Time Clients ONLY!!
50

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY - EXPIRES 9/25/95

rr-YAFresh
.Approach Th
. L\Jnch.,

8
• t

••
'ft.A

BUMP!& is famous
for fresh-sliced
meaty sub
sandwiches.
'. Butourlow
· .:·. · calorie, garden
·
fresh crispy
.. . · ~·::.
saladsand
··<·/ ;:;__-:~:;11:·:~·1 ·· pita pocket sand.,......
wiches are delicious
and satisfying.
Lunch or dinner,
it's great to
try afresh
approach.

FILE PHOTO

Burnin' down the house
Eastern students celebrate Homecoming by dancing about
a bonfire.

Rec Center pumps you up

It's time to get out from in front racquetball courts for walleyball.
of the television and get the blood
The Wellness Center is also
located in the rec center and
pumping.
The Student Recreation Center helps educate students on health.
will be open this fall from 7 am.
Access to the center costs $55
to l:-0-p:m: ·Monday through and is included in student fees
•fri.dWk~ a;&..tL19 i·Wi!i. accordin to seme.ste_r,_c.-re_....d_i.,t"""'+'----~·"'-'-"•-----~a~iiOOn1't'tb p.m. ~o .
.
Sunday.
The center is located on the
Inside the rec center are free first floor of Lantz. For more inforweights, weight machines, mation, contact the rec center at
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
StairMasters, stationary bicycles, 581-2821.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with
track, basketball courts, aerobics
Campus Recreation also has
any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of1¢. Offer expires 9/30/95.
Offer 80<>«1 at:
rooms and an enclosed gym.
its own equipment rental for stuSimply
Also available through the rec dents and is located on the first
center are racxiuetball and tennis floor of Lantz.
court reservations and equipment
rental. Nets can be set up in the
- Staffrep:>rt
R rPresh-SlicedSubs.

-

L---------------------------~
430 W. Lincoln
Charleston 345-7827
When We Say Ad Match
Competitors Ads
WE DO IT!

Payment Option: ATM DEBIT CARDS
Same Low Prices at All Three wcations
<ll'L\
.! I

JI(){ /{.\

( )/'/:'\

.!1 I I< ll Jl.\

...

(I/'/: \

I I 11111- I I /nu

Walter's

We reserve
the right
to limit
quantities

(WESTSIDE SUPER SAYEO

2000 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON
WIC coupons accepted
505 W. LINCOLN - CHARLESTON
New ATM cash machine
960 18TH STREET - CHARLESTON
New ATM cash machine - WIC

( Low Price Leader for Over 55 Years
• Money Orders - 39¢
• Food Stamps Accepted
• Postage Stamps

•Lotto
• Coupons Accepted
• Copy Service

(~~~~FAM.
~_IL_Y
_P
~
~I_
DE
~···_WE
~_D_O~
IT
~
R_
I_
GH
~
T!~~~~
BRAWNY PAPER
TOWELS
SINGLE ROLL

77¢

CHICKEN OF THE
SEA TUNA
61/4 oz. CAN

57¢

NORTHERN BATH
TISSUE
4-ROLL PKG.

97¢
TIDE LIQUID
DETERGENT
100oz.

$4.97
•
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Heart Speaks to Heart!
n!

Mass Schedule: (starting Aug. 20)

Colby
Libby

Sundays, 11 :00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Coleman Hall Auditorium, Room 120
Tuesdays, 7 :00 p.m.
Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m. Social following Mass
Thursdays, Noon
Newman Chapel, 9th Street &. Lincoln Ave.
I

tment
ONLY!!

Newman
Catholic
Center

Opening Week Events:

Newman Catholic
Center Staff

Sun., Aug. 20, Cook out
After 11 a.m. Mass (Coleman) come meet people at
Newman Property, next to University Courts
(free gift packs after ~ass for new students)

Roy Lanham
Director
Campus Minister
Holly Walters
Volunteer Coordinator
Bob Meyer,
Chaplain

Wed., Aug 23, 9:00 p.m.
Mass &... Homemade Ice Cream
Newman Center, 9th &... Lincoln Ave.

Sun., Aug. 27 Opening Picnic
At 5:30 p.m. venture on down to the
Newman Center, corner of 9th &... Lincoln

Phone 348-0188
•

./

"'. t

'Tis the ·
Season •••
•

()ffice ti()ur-s:
7:1() am f() f>:()() pm

w.

••• isn't it nice to know you can
take a break with cable.

c

~ ~ccepted
rv1ce

L()cafl()n:
Vt 1C3~char1est()n

DMX Special only $29. 95

13ack f() SCh()()I

for 6 months! !

SPECIAL!!

YOUR MUSIC. YOUR WAY. 24 HOURS ADAY.

D

~-

DIGITH MUSIC 11'1111"

- ·SIMPLYTHE BEST'

call and set up
SON VS.
NEELEY. sen'ite!! Ph()ne h()Ul1
ST~I
'•·••a.
EON PAY PER VIEW.
are fr()m Sam·~Pm
RDAY, AUGUST 19

SHOWTIME

E RETURN OF

Talk about exciting

KE TYSON.

IQUID
GENT
oz.

97

BIO MOVl•S &
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HIT MOVIES OF THE '60s, 70s &'IK!s
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School dazed?
Eastern offers plenty
of academic support
When the books and
papers are piling up, the
tests are getting closer and
you don't understand what
is happening in class,
Eastern is there for you.
Many departments have
tutors, who work for credit
not money. Tutoring helps
answer questions students
may have and helps the
tutors gain experience and
clarify and reinforce previous knowledge.
The psychology department offers tutors for
statistics. Tutors are chosen who have had different
professors in class to
match with current students. Students in need of
tutoring should contact the
psychology department
office for a list of tutors.
Psi Chi, the psychology
honors fraternity, members
also provide free tutoring
for a variety of classes and
professors. William Addison is the advisor and a
lis-t ·
the psychology lounge,
Room 110 of the Physical
Science Building.
The economics department enlists graduate
assistants to tutor. A
schedule is generally posted on the economics bullet·
d outside the
gr
istants' room
in 317 6oleman Hall.
Tutors are generally
available between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. during the
week. ForAnore information, students should go to
room 317 or contact the

economics department at
581-2801 or 581-2802.
The mathematics department has catered to students' locations in the past
with tutoring in dining
services of Carman, Taylor
and Stevenson.
Professors typically
announce the tutoring
schedule or the times are
publicized on classroom
blackboards. The mathematics department is located in 331 Old Main.
In the past, both paid
and free tutors have been
available. Many other
departments offer tutoring.
Contact the department or
your professor.
If you want paid service,
the
honors
students
receive $5 per 'hour for
tutoring.
The Honors Tutorial
Service is comprised of
honors students who have
earned an A in the course
they tutor. For more information, call Booth Ilous-e
Programs at 581-2017
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
If it's writing that's getting you down, the Writing
Center can help.
Graduate students offer
advice on how to write,
including grammar prob/ lems b
xc~ p
of
readi
oks are •lso
available.
The center is located in
301 Coleman Hall and
open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays and some evenings.

PERFECT TOGETHER
Whether it's a dinner party or a day for sports,
the new Citizen Paladion Sport Collection

Betlt
t
Order off-atmp'US--,

I~: C·J ~I ij~~ij(3 JNOW.

Call 1800 553-9981
[No waiting. No applict1tiotis.]

0

here's enough to do on move-in day without also tryiµS to get your
phone service installed. So why wait?

If you're the person responsible for phone service in your off-campus
apartment, just call I 800 553-9981 TODAY and tell us:
1. Your off-campus address ·
2. When you plan to move in for the fall semester

You can get everything arranged the way you want it-even the convenient
features you want for your phone:

e

Voice mail
• Three-way calling

Call us ~o.~ a1JJl ~
move• id. That'§.' a
having to wait.

• Call Waiting
• Maintenance

• Call Forwarding

• Speed Calling

us phon~ serv· Cf wil be ready the day you
ttef!.'fllan movini in without hone se~ice and

NO MORE HASSLES OVER BIG LONG DISTANCE BILLS

One phone call takes care of everything. You can also order CallEdge
ROOMMATE long distance service, so you and your roommates can start
saving on long distance calls right away. (We'll send you a ROOMMATE
application, but in the meantime, we cari begin processing your order.)
You'll get a separate long distance bill for only the calls you make-and so
will each roommate who signs up for ROOMMATE service.

offers casually elegant dress bracelets for

CallEdge ROOMMATE is provided by Consolidated CommQnications and
guarantees the lowest basic rate of AT&T, MCI and ~int on every domestic
call, plus a 20%.discount on all domestic calls 15 minutes or longer and a
free calling card for away-from-home calls.

Ladies and Gents. This
water resistant collection
has the look ofluxury in
every detail. And the new
Paladion Sport Collection

If you already have CallEdge ROOMMATE service, you can use the same
authorization code and PIN as you did last semester. Just be sure to tell
us if your off-campus address has changed. CALL TODAY AND GET THE NEW
SCHOOL YEAR OFF TO A GREAT START!

offers four handsome
chronograph models.
With over ten

I
I
I
I

models to choose
from, you can find the
perfect one for him and
her. Priced from $235.

OCITIZE

0
•

t
Illinois Consolidated

Telephone Company
A Consolidated Communications Company

Consolidated
tl
'11' Communications
Located next to Subway in Park Place Plaza
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port, counseling available
'ous support and therapy groups for
ents personal needs are available
the Counseling Center at Eastern.
d Sanders, 13-year director of the
eling Center, said its mission is to
atudents' needs. The most popular supgroups available to students are
~olics Anonymous and Overeaters
ous which are 9ff-campus. Students
nferred to these services through the
ling Center.
more popular type of support group is a
group which has a counselor as the
leader of the group, as a support does
Two therapy groups that will meet this
-campus are an active-eating-disorder
and a victims of sexual abuse group.
are available through the Counseling

ur

nt

u

d so

estic
da

e same

to tell
NEW

A specific support group is offered to students admitted under the Minority
Admission Program. The group is lead by a
counselor and is used to "encourage students
to express difficulties" says Sanders. Times
for the meeti:o.gs are set on students' sched.ules.
The majority of th~ counseling done is
one-on-one. Sanders said the most common
problem students come to counselors with is
relationship breakups.
There is no fee for
the groups or counseling since it is statefunded.
He added that when students are in a
group it tends to lessen the "feeling alone"
syndrome common among students.
The counseling center's hours are 8 a.m.
until 12 p.m. and 1 p.m until 4:30 p.m. This
fall, five counselors will be available for stu.ec:lents needs.
Students are welcome to call and make an
appointment.
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UB's 1995
fall concert
series
highlighted
By JACKIE NEES
Staff writer

The University Board will
be sponsoring a series of fall
concerts, including a band
for Homecoming and several
comedians and mini-concerts.
The Panther Preview on
the 18th of August, sponsored by the · Parents'
Association, will kick off the
semester
featuring
a
Jamaican band.
"Quakin' the Quad," an
annual DB-sponsored event
will take place on August
19th, and will feature comedian Hammerhead in the
Rathskellar in the basement
of the Union at 10 p.m.
·
Bingo and a 3-D movie
will also be part of Quakin'
the Quad on the South Quad.
"Quakin' the Quad will be
a larger event this year,
according to David Milberg,
Director of Student Life, and
a more creative one.
"The UB has been working
on this fall lineup since last
March, and in a lot of areas
planning has allowed us to
get some good people," said
Milberg.
The UB also hopes to
schedule some Chicago area

II
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bands for a concert in the
Rathskellar on August 23rd.
Other fall events include
comedian Mark Nizer, who
will perform September 8th
at 10 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom, and comedian
Willie Barceno, at 10 p.m. in
the
Rathskellar
on
September 16th.
The UB also plans to continue showing movies in the
University ballrooms, this
semester's movies will
include "The Crow," "Pulp
Fiction" and "A Low Down
Dirty Shame."
Homecoming weekend will
feature a band playing at
kickoff on October 28th, and
a big name comedian, both
yet to be announced.
Family Weekend will feature "Wescott, Epperson and
Company" in the Rathskellar
Friday, November 3rd, and a
fall concert in Lantz on
Saturday the 4th.
"Tonic Sofa" will play the
Rathskellar at 8 p.m.
October 6th.
Shanta, an African Storyteller, will perform on campus November 8th in the
University Ballroom.
Milberg stressed that
aside from the concerts, most
of these events are free or
cost a dollar or less.
"I'm really excited about
the lineup, I just hope that
students take advantage of
these events," said Milberg.

--l'PllRIR.ARllTShou

Before
send your child off to college or
htgh sc ooJ. send them to us. We proVide ap~
tlttide testtng and career counsellng. ~\'e
your child a lot ~f grid and you rseJf a lot of
moneyI
lDll MOU JlttOBllADQli, CAI.&, U& TODAYI
258-8601
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WHAT'S COOKIN' I
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·computers readily availabl
for Eastern students in ne
available to all students and Charleston
said Jeri Hughes ofBooth Library.
Labs in Old Main, rooms 304 and 302,
Few students graduate college without using a MS-DOS and Apple Macintosh which contain
computer, but not everyone can affurd to own one. put.er science and mathematical programs
East.em provides computers labs for students' aca- MAPLE, but the Macintosh do have word
demic needs.
ing programs, said Peter Andrews ofthe ma
Hours for Computer Services in the Student ical department.
Seivices Building are 8 am. to 10:45 p.m. Monday
The lab is open to all students and ten
through Thursday, 8 am. to 4:15 p.m. Friday and 2 hours from 6 to 9 p.m. Monday through
to 9:45 p.m on Sunday.
have been set, because of a lack of tutors
Programs such as Word Perfect 5.0 and 6.1, Lotus summer, said Judy Landes, mathematical
1-2-3, Netscape and Mosaic are available. A scanner ment secretary.
that will allow students to add pictures and print to
Hours for College of Education and
their Internet home pages will be available this fall, Studies labs in Buzzard Building, room 11
said Don Braswell ofComputer Seivices.
Mc:Affe Gym, room 21-B, are tentatively 8
MS-DOS, Apple Macintosh and Roscoes, which p.m Monday through Friday.
are directly hooked to Eastern's mainframe, are
Apple Macintosh and IBM's are available in
available to all students in Rooms B-12, B-16, and labs with programs such as Apple Works.
B-10 in Student Seivices.
areess is available throUgh the labs in McAfee
Hours for Lumpkin College of Business are 8
All students have areess to these labs,
a.m. to 10:45 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 8 scheduled for class use.
am. to 4:15 p.m. Friday and 2:30 to 10:45 p.m. on
Hours for the Foreign Language Media
Sunday.
104 Coleman Hall are 8 am. to 4 p.m.
Programs available are Word Perfect 5.0, lotus 1- through Thursday and 8 am. to 3 p.m on ·
2-3, Wmdows and E-mail. Internet programs such
Though available to all students, this lab is
as Mosaic., Gopher and Web Browser are available ly used by foreign language majors. Since this
"on half of the machines," said Brett Bensley of "not supported by the university" it is · ·
Lumpkin College of Business. All computers are IBM Multi-Media, aaxmling to Janice Gillis,
MS-DOS.
language department secretary.
Room 034 is an open lab to all students and
Carman, Stevenson and Taylor Halls have
Rooms 012, 013 and 035 are available but with lim- put.er labs available only for students who ·
ited hours.
.
residence balls.
Hours for Booth Library are 8 am. to 11:45 p.m.
IBM's and Macintosh are available with
Monday through Thursday,
grams such as Word Perfect and Draw
8 a.m to 4:45 p.m Friday, 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. well as Internet areess in St.evenson's lab.
Saturday and 1:30 to 11:45 p.m. On. Sunday.
Fhll hours are not scheduled yet, s:inre ·
MS-IX>S and Apple Macintosh are available with for the labs were not available, nor trained,
Word Perfect, Wmdows Write, Microword Soft pro- Patrick Bradley ofthe Housing Department.
grams, along with computers specifically for ~
Eastern is easing its students into the
inginformation from the Internet
age of teclmology with simple access to
Computers are located in the SMC Room and are equipment.
By SUEUEN RilEY

Staffwrtter

eharleston Wal-Mart~

We/co.m e Back
to Eastern Sale!
PLASTIC
,STORAGE CRATES

DORM-SIZE RUG
6'X9'

SPECtAl PURCHASE

$2497 '

REGULAR PRICE 2.96
00
SALE

2/$5

$3997 EXTRA PLUSH

ll~lfflil!ftl~·

GREAT FOR BOOKS, CLOTHES,

ABSCOLD
DORM-SIZE

FILLER PAPER

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

'REFRIGERATOR a.a cu

REGULAR PRICE98¢

• Breakfast (7 days a week)
• Sandwiches •Dinners
•Mexican Food• Salad Bar
• Lowfat Menu
. . . and much more!
7th and Madison

345-7427
8 Blocks North of "Old Main"

· "Home of Strawberry Bread"

LOTS OF COLORS TO CHOOSE FRO

ALL KINDS OF STORAGE!

SPECIAL PURCHASE

200SHEETS

$144

SALE

00

2/$1°0

UMff 6 AT THIS GREAT PRICE!

SAM'S CHOICE
FREE & CLEAR FLAVORED
BEVERAGES
1 LITER BOTTLE ASSORTED FLAVORS
REGULAR PRICE 68¢

Sale Prices good Monday, Aug. 14-Sunday, Aug. 2
and ONLY at your Charleston Wal-Mart!
Store Hours: Monday-Saturday 8 a.m.-10 p.m. •Sunday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
CHECK TH E STORE FOR ADDITIONAL HOURS T HIS WEEKEND!

Welcome back to Eastern and welcome to Wal-Mart
where we're just like home!
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turalism: a 'buzz word' or real progress
the lack of American participation in·
international student events is a problem,
she said.
Eastern should be more orient.ed to all
minorities, Fernandez said.
An Eastern minority student paints a
different pictme.
"Multiculturalism, talking about
Eastern, doesn't really mean anything to
me; said Yolanda Williams, Miss Black
EIU 1995. "It's a buzz word."
AaxJrding to Williams, it is not the lack of
activities for minority students that bothers
her. .

"Students make the activities what they
are," she said.

The problem, Williams said, is with the
university itse1£
1he university is not doing its job" as tar
as providing minority scho1arships, fuculty
and st.aft; she said.
IfPresident Joms is going to achieve "his
goal of 12 percent minority enrollment,
(minority) students want to be made to feel
weloome,"Williams said.

Students want to "walk into a classroom
and see a ooup1e teachers are of their rare,
their culture, someone they can relate to,"
she said.
Administration and fuculty have a different perspective as well.
Eastern is attempting to advance the
cause of multicultural awareness, said
Mona Davenport, an academic adviser in
the office ofminority student affairs.
"I trunk (the university) is attempting to
move forward and do things," Davenport
said. "I don't know ifwere doing it at a pare
students can appreciate."
The Offire of Minority Student AfI8irs is
attempting to wcnk for multicultma1ism by
expanding minority enrollment on campus
and providing opportunities for students to
become more aware of other cultures, said
Davenport.
In the summer time, Eastern hosts a
variety of programs aimed at minority students, she said. The programs tcy to fiuniliarim the students with.Eastan and'hopefully enOOUrage them to attend. she added.
V

"Serv1ce
.

of•

"A first impres&on is a lasting impression," Davenport said.
Multiculturalism is something that
touches the campus and must be considered by the Student Senate.
In the last few years, the campus has
been moving t.owards greater multicultural
awareness, said Jason Anselment, Student
Senate vice president for public affairs.
"I trunk there is a raised awareness, but I
don't know if that is an attribute of the
campus or ofour generation as a whole," he
said.
Efforts on the part of many individuals
have made organizations such as the
Multicultural Student Union and the
Multicultural AfI8irs Board of the Student
Senate effective parts of East.em's campus,
Anselment said.
"ls there more that can be done? Yes," he
said.
"We're headed in the right direction, but
I trunk there's a lot of good that can st.ill be
done. I hope we can continue to make
progress."
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Wesley United Methodist Church

is the rent
...__ we pay for
living. It is
the very
purpose of
life and ·
not some-

thing you
do in your

VOLUNTEER FAIR

QUAD
AUGUST 21, 4-6 P.M.
TED IN VOLUNTEERING?

348-0230
ts sponsored by the Newman Catholic Center
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RON & SUE LEATHERS
OWNERS

SPECIALIZING IN TRANSf S,
SILKSCltEENING AND EMBROIDERY

a nee
bat Eastern
n Tuesday, Wednesday,
riday & Saturday 9-1
with nightly specials
cated in the Big Blue Box
on 4th Street

COLLEGE
T-SHIRTS
SWEATSHIRTS
SWEATPANTS
JACKETS
SHORTS
HATS

GREEK
LETIERS & CREST~
'
COLLEGE
TRANSFERS
CUSTOM PRINTING
TUXEDO RENTALS

DISCOUNTS ON GROUP ORDERS!

WELCll1E BACI STIDEITSI
WE ARE A "RUSSELL" OUTLET STORE"
(THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN!!)

IVERSITY BOARD
ELCOMES STUDENTS
WHAT IS U-B_?_ _ __
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
August 19th - Quakin the Quad - 7pm - lam (South Quad)
August 21st - 25th - Video's - "Back to School"
&
(video lounge)
"Dazed and Confused"
August 26th - Comedian Teddy Smith (Rathskeller) lOpm

The University Board is a volunteer organization
run by students just like you! Our goal is to provide high
quality activities and entertainment for students and the
campus community.
The board is comprised of thirteen committees,
each headed by a coordinator. The entire board is overseen by two executive and the coordinators are assisted by
committee members. UB is primarily funded through students fees.

WHAT PROGRAMS DOES
UBOFFER?

August 28th-Aug. 31st Video's "Kindergarten Cop"
&

u

"Maverick"

NIVERSITY BOARD

The Board sponsors movies, video's, comedians,
Bingo nights, "Quakin' the Quad", casino nights, speakers,
multi-cultural events, concerts, smaller scale bands, homecoming, fine arts series and many other events for the EIU
campus.

WHY SHOULD I BECOME
INVOLVED?
-

APPLICATION
Please print or type and fill out completely.

1. Develop leadership, teamwork, organizational and
speaking skills. The skills you learn while being involved
on UB can be a valuable asset when applying for work
upon graduation.

Return to Rm. 201 of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.

+

rr

2. Meet people. As a part of UB, you meet·and workwith
many new people from various backgrounds. You can
make friends that will last a life time!

Local Address
3. You make a difference. It is your money that UB is
using. By joining a committee, you can help decide how
that money is being spent. You can determine what students want to see and what they want to do. Join and
make a difference!

City State Zip

(

)

Phone

COMMITTEES

Year in school
0 Fr.

and coming bands for EIU.

Mini Concerts ... Mini-Concerts seeks out and showca~ new1 UP.
0 Soph.

I

0 Jr.

0 Sr.

I

Social Security Number

Lectures"' The Lectures Committee brings a wide variety of :natiinally and internationally acclaimed speakers to campus.
.
.f'
Co11.tedy - :the C(}llle(iy (:;Qmmittee brings young CQm~1 .,as well
nati<.mally known talel'tt to campus.
•
J
· .Special Events- The Special Events cQmmittee schedules lvents
s\tCh as hypnotists, magicians, BINGO, Casino Nights and the very
popular "Quakin~ the Quad".

I

Petfot.ming Arts-The.Perf<>rrn.ing Ms Committee btlngs a wide

Major

:~:t:::!~!~~=p:sf inare~s~ ~dance; music, the-

Extra Curricular Activities:

Conc'\rts .. The Con.cert CQn:u:qiftee spons(l;rs major 1oncerts includ- •
ing the ~ual ramily Weekendsh<>w.
!
·.
.Productions·· Productions provides the tedmicaY support and operations for
events(:\$ well as other .student.org f. ations. \
..
Human P-0tential !Jhe flutnan Potential C
·ttee presents programs and events thatinsrease the multi cultura awareness of the .
campus coffill\unify..
_, t
Communications - the O:>mrnunications1Committee provides promotion for all UB ev~ts through the. use ofppress releases, The
·
Panther Pages and the pventsful odendal'/date book.
Graphics - Thro\gh the creatiye mind~umd current technology, the
Graphics Committee devefops advertising and promotional materials
for University Board events.
'
Movies/Video's - TheMovies/Videos committee schedules current
and classic movies and videos for th¢ campus community.
Homecoming - Hom~oming is the one event at Eastern which
brings together students, facultyi a&ninistration, and alumni to celebrate good times and old ae,q,uaintances.
Summer Programming - This committee is in charge of all of the
campus activities during the s\immer months.

ve

w

Check the committees you are interested in.
0 Communications
0 Lectures
OComedy
0 Mini-Concerts
0 Concerts
0 Movies /Videos
O.Graphics
0 Performing Arts
0 Homecoming
0 Productions
0 Human Potential
0 Special Events
0 Summer Programming

~
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ok Rental gives students a cheap ride
's finest selling points sits next to
residence hall in the state.
k Rental Services and Textbook
between Pemberton Hall and the

ization
vide high
and the
ittees,
is overassisted by
ll.rough stu-

s
edians,
, speakers,
ds, homeor the Ell

figures may vary depending on the
save an average of $200 to 250
(by renting their textbooks) based on
we've gathered from other schools,"
Director Dan Klingenberg said.
b> saving plenty of money, students
option of purchasing any books they
would like to own.
want to buy books, they have the
"Klingenberg said.
Rent.al also holds periodic book sales in
have the opportunity to purchase
~ at discounted prices. Because facmay update their book selections as
years after a book has been used,
books at the sales are often fairly cursale this fall will take place from
25to29.
adeal," said Greg Essenpreis, a senior hiswho purchased over 30 books and a nice
last semester's sale.
full semester students may begin pick-

ing up textbooks Aug. 17.
Beginning August 28, Textbook Rental will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Students picking up their textbooks need to
bring either their validated school ID or current
class schedule.
Textbook Rental Services, located next to
Pemberton Hall, will be open for summer book
returns 8 am. to 7 p.m. on Aug. 7th and 8th and 8
am. to 4 p.m. on Aug. 9.
All textbooks must be returned by 4 p.m. on Aug
9 to avoid a fine.
Fall campus hours are as follows:
Students who registered. by July 29 may pick up
their official fall schedules in the University
Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. Union on
Aug. 18 from 8:30 am. to 3 p.m., Aug. 19 from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. and Aug. 21from8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Students should enter through the east door.
Any questions regarding fall schedules should be
directed to the Registration Office, located in the
McAfee basement or call 581-3831.
Books for fall semester classes may be picked up
at Textbook Rental Services. Textbook Rental
hours are from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Aug. 17 and
18, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Aug. 19, 1-4:30 p.m. on
Aug. 21, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Aug. 21 through Aug.
24. and 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Aug. 25.
Students should bring their schedules and student ID cards when picking up books.

• \\

~
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Buffet Table
LUNCH
$4 • 5Q
BUFFET

•Includes Cold Salad and Fruit Bar
'

DOZEN

RED ROSES
$19.95 WRAPPED
$24.95 VASED 1335 Monroe

345-3919

/';-;:,.....-..~·
~b:school

year at. ...

ion fulfills students' needs
OME

wing, the Bridge Lounge, which
has a large-screened television
featuring several movies each
week and located on the second
floorin the walkway, and the Nonsmoking Study Lounge on the balcony.
''If people want to get a bite to
eat while they're studying they
can stop by the Lobby Shop or
McDonalds."
Students can buy food at the
Lobby Shop, Coffee Express,
McDonalds or Rathskeller Res-

taurant
The Lobby Shop, formerly
known as the Sugar Shack, has
expanded its services to offer more
than just sweets, including other
foods, drinks and dry cleaning,
Hart said
'They're trying to expand more
than what it's offered before," he
added.
Plans for the Coffee Express are
"to offer more of a permanent
operation because the coffee
express has turned out to be popular," he said. Coffee Express
~ed last Spring.
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Come in and see the
changes!

Brand new kitchen to open
soon featuring the "BEST"
burgers Jr fries!
Must be 21 to enter
,i

Coelest Bar W'dh the Coldest Beer! ( · .
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1113 Lincoln Ave.
(3 Blks. East of Old Main)
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS-!

I

•· gs a wide
music, the-
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University Catering Information is also located in the
union.
"One of the needs we provide
here is recreation and leisure
time," Hart said 'That is through
Bowling and Billiards, Camping
Equipment Rental and Craft
Depot." .
Hart said one of the union's hidden treasures is the Craft Depot.
"I don't think people realize
what's offered at the Craft Depot,"
he said Among other services, the
Depot offers workshops and
supeivision when doing crafts.
The union also houses offices
that provide services to students,
such as Student Activities Centei;
Student Life Office, Housing and
Judicial Affairs.
Building hours are 7 am. to 11
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 7
am to midnight Friday, 10 am. to
midnight Saturday, and 10 am. to
11 p.m. Sunday.
For more information regarding
hours for individual services, students may pick up a brochure at
any business operations area

surance
I Bill Hall at

Insurance
East Lincoln

5-7023
11111111111111111111111111

1st Time Clients Special!!
1/2 Price Haircut Special
Regular $10

Now!! $5.00

Ex ires October 1st

Bring this ad
when you come in

•
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Eastern, Charleston offer a wide religious varie
By AMY DAVIS
Staff writer

For many students, moving to a new town and finding a church to attend is a
difficult task. Eastern and
the Charleston area offer a
variety of religious students
organizations and churches.
In Charleston alone, there
are over 40 churches of
nearly 20 different denominations.
During the 1994-95 school
year, Eastern had nine recognized religious student
organizations. The group's
"contact" for the 1994-95
school year is listed as well.
• Baptist Students Union
- Regina Birch
• Christian Campus
House - Bill Witsman
• Episcopal Campus
. Ministry - Gregory Stevens
•
Faith
Builders
Fellowship - Terry Collins

• InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship - Dan Peace
•
Muslim
Student
Association - Mahmood Butt
• Newman Catholic
Center - Roy Lanham
•Unity Gospel Fellowship
Choir - Freddie Banks
• Wesley Foundation at
EIU - Tony Soper
Several of the religious
student groups are run in
conjunction with area
churches. All of the following locations, times and
names of clergy are according to the November 1994
Illinois Consolidated phone
book.
The Christian Campus
House, 2231 S. Fourth St.,
houses
the
Christian
Campus Fellowship. Roger
Songer, the campus minister, leads a Sunday worship
service at 10:30 a.m. Sunday
evening supper begins at 5
p.m. and costs $1 per per-

son. A Wednesday night
Bible study is held there at
7p.m.
Faith Builders Church,
Seventh St. and Harrison
Ave., has Sunday worship
services with Pastor Stanley
Andersen at 10 a.m. and 6
p.m. The church also has
mid-week Bible studies on
Wed. at 7 p.m.
The Newman Catholic
Center and Episcopal
Campus Ministry are both
located at 909 Lincoln Ave.
The Wesley United
Methodist Church, 2206
Fourth St., has Sunday services at 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m.,
and 6:30 p.m. Dale Beck and
Joy Schlesselman are the
ministers of the church.
In addition, there are
other churches near campus
that are not directly tied to
Eastern's religious student
organizations.
The Charleston Alliance

Church, 917 Woodlawn Dr.,
has Sunday worship services
at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Leonard Bauer is the pastor
of the church, which is located south of Carman Hall.
Charleston's Immanuel
Lutheran Church has
Sunday worship at 8 and
10:45 a.m. Mark Krause
pastors the church, Ninth
and Cleveland Streets, east
of Tarble Arts Center.
University
Baptist
Church, 1505 Seventh St.,
east of Old Main, has
Sunday worship services at
10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. On
Wednesdays, the church has
a Bible study at 7 p.m.
The First Baptist Church,
2800 University Ave., has
Sunday services at 9:20 a.m.
and 6 p.m. Leonard Lewis is
the pastor of the church .
First Christian Church,
Fourth St. and Jackson Ave.,
has Sunday services at 8:30

Friday . . . .
August 18th
Saturday . .
August 19th
Sunday . . .
August 20th

and 11 a.m. Mark
the pastor of the ch
While many churc
located within wal ·
tance of Eastern's c
students with access
might choose to try a
a little farther from "h
To find the Sali
Church, go 5 miles s
Charleston on Rt. 13
left and follow the
Sunday services there
at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Sims is the pastor
church and Duska C
is the youth directo
church also has Wed
services at 7 p.m.
Calvary Baptist Ch
miles west of Charles
Rt. 16, has Sunday s
at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.
church also has Wed
services at 7 p.m.
The Church of
located on East Ha
Street, east of Charles

. . . . . . . Burger Bash
6:00pm -A free cookout!!!
. . . . . . . CCF Olympics
7: OOpm -Go for the gold! ·
. . . . . . . Worship and Praise Service
10:30am -Contemporary worship and a challenge from
6:00pm-Praise Party! Anamtngcisinglng
an:l nrusi:Bl ffilH1ainnHJt

Monday .... -. . . . . . Taste of Charleston
August 21st 7:00pm -~trefirrstdininginto.vn.(mtanral).
Tuesday. . . . . . . . . . Grubby Game Night
August 22nd 7:00pm -Back by popular demand!
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-Jello Twister!! (Don't wear a tux!)
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Wednesday. . . . . . . . Bible Study
August 23rd 7:00pm -Singing, Prayer, and Study in God's Wo
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CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE

0
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(Just South of Lawson Hall)

Call 345-6990 for info.

Everyone is Welcome! ·

96-97 LEASING
BRITTANY RIDGE, BAKER APARTMENTS &
GLENWOOD APARTMENTS
SCHOOL YEAR 96-97 LISTS AFTER 1/10/96

HOUSES, APARTMENTS, TOWNHOUSES
HOUSING FOR 1-8 RESIDENTS
SHOWING BY
APPOINTMENT
ONLY
®and trademarks of Century 21
real Estate Corporation. Equal
Opportunity Employer. INDE·
PENDENTLY.OWNED AND
OPERATED.

~

__:-:::·. . . .,. 21.
·- WOOD REAL ESTATE

Jim Wood
345-4489

Gl
EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
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Health service has
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student ta1ces a break between classes to rest his weary higher education
a grueling day on campus.

When sickness strikes and
injuries occur, look no further
than Health Service to cure
your ails.
Health Service, located on
Seventh Street and Hayes
Avenue, provides health care
on campus. The administration has added additional
components this year, said
Lynette Drake, director of
Health Services.
"We will continue to offer
nurse practitioners to see students at their request," Drake
said . "Starting at fall, the
Office of AIDS, Alcohol and
Drug Information has merged ·
with Health Service, continuing to provide stqdents with,
e:Q..l.icati~<m materiaJs concern:
i,ngliejalth related topics."
· Staffed Wft4 four physicians
and six nurses, Health Service
also has an X-ray machine, a
fully equipped laboratory and
a pharmacy. In addition, they
provide free allergy injections,
vaccinations and immuniza-

tions, as well as general consultation and treatment.
Health Service is open from
7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays,
with ·a doctor available from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. From 4:30 p.m.
to 11 p.m. there is a registered
nurse on duty and a doctor is
on call.
After the facility closes, a
nurse is on duty and a doctor
is on call. During these hours,
students must enter through
the rear entrance.
On Saturday, Health
Service is open from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. with a doctor on call.
Health Service is closed on
Sundays.
,
There is no charge for individu'.a1 visits . to Health
Service. The cost for medication prescribed by the university doctors for full-time students starts at $1.50. Maintenance and prescription
drugs given by private physicians are sold at cost plus
handling.
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Welcome Back Stu.d ents
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On the Buffet
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFALO WINGS

JCUS<I!JL2{2?]'VE/JJ ! !
at !F~C 'P.R]C'ES

SUN., TUES. AND THURS. AffER4:00 P.M.
SHOW US YOUR COLLEGE l.D. AND

egourStudentrJJiscount
SJL1)£ even Af09('E!

.

$5.79
THE DRINKS ARE ON US!
When you come to Ponderosa and buy a big, delicious meal, show
us your valid college l.D. card and you'll get your choice of All You
Can Drink soft drink, iced tea, ·hot tea or coffee ... absolutely FREE!

'

234-3441

224 E. Richmond
Mattoo!], IL

r

Welcome Bacl< Students!
join Us For

"The Ultimate College Shopping Experience~'
r------------------------------~----

Check _Ca bins ervlc
s3oo Registration Special
with coupon

EIU

•Out of Town Banks •Money Orders
•Payroll
•Parent's Checks
•Open Weekends &..
•Liberal Limits
Evenings

Clothing ~ Souveni~

Department ·

•Glassware
•Hats
•Sweatshirts
•Gifts
•EIU Beer Shirt

L----------------------------------.
~

Mailbox, Shippin
and Parcel Depot.

~ tokens

Complete Packaging and
Shipping Department

Also Featuring:
·.CHAMPION
GEAR
DODGER

·Pacldng Supplies (Boxes, Tape Envelopes)
·Private ¥ailb0xes
·Keys Made

Conveniently Located across
from
Old Main

Mon.-Thurs. - - -9am-8pm
Fri.

- - - - - - -9am-6pm .

Sat. - - - - - - -10am-5pm
- - - - - -tpm-Spm
._____........~~~~~

·Copies

·Laminating

Send your package anywhere with:

U®®® Posters to choo e from
Super Selection of Hats
&..
Mom &.. Dad Sweatshirts

·Overnight Service
·Always Double Prints

Hours:

·Money Orders ·

·US Mail

Film &.. Film Processing

345--4600

·ID Photos

·Federal Express

·Saturdays
·Shoeboxes

Phone#

·Fax sending/receiving

·UPS

Complete College Line of
Hallmarl< Cards
·

DO IT NOW !!!!

.

•T-Shlrts
•Shorts
•Greeting Cards
•EIU Basketball
Shirts

r------------------------------------------------,
M Om ~ Dad
The Balloon

~

Gift Delivery
Department is
equipped ~ ready
to show you care
for any occasion;
\\:
Birthday,
t{~~1;;<&,,r•
Graduation,
/~J;i:,
Congratulations ...

r---------------------------------------~----

Save This

Students
Name:------~

Address: _ _ ____,__

___,_

Occasion: _ _ _ _ ______

~

$10.95 - Balloon· Bouquet, Candy,
+tax
Card ~Delivery
!
I

I

L---------------------------------------~--------~

ElllS
Mail to:

407 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, II 61920
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EIU to OVC ASAP

Ho1ne is
where the
volleyball Eastern to fall frolll Mid-Con into Ohio Valle
tea1n is
By JONI LAMB
Guide editor

Eastern volleyball coach
Betty Ralston was pleased
that her team was able to
finish its spring season at
home, competing in a fiveteam, round-robin tournament in April.
And after a third-place
finish in the tournament without the services of
Monica Brown and Lindsey
Celba, who were trying out
for the Olympic Sports
Festival team at Northern
Illinois University
Ralston said she is happy
with the team~s performance.
"This was a good tournament to end at home,''
Ralston said•. ~ think .if we
would have. had Monica
and I,.indsey. we mig}lt
have. had a shot to win the
tournament."

The Panthers finished. 2-

2 in the tournament*
defeating Evansville and
J)ePaul. Tb,ey were defeated .by Western Illinois and
the eventual champion of

the tournament, Valparaiso.
Ralston said there is one
particular thing which the
team needs improvement
on. but she said it will
come with time and more
ma.tcl:rl1e.~m1tn<:e .a_sha
te&µi.c~ .. ~ ...

....,1••,<~l- ... O

just have
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~
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"We
to' spend ~
little bit more time on
passing and serve receive,"
she said.

·Staff report

..

The year is 1996. Multicolored
leaves are floating to the ground
where they will wait for cold winter
winds to blow them to places they
have never been before.
Like those leaves, Eastern's sports
teams will be blowing to places they
have never been.
In June, Eastern administrators
announced they would be switching
from the Mid-Continent and Gateway
Conferences to the Ohio Valley
Conference.
The move will allow all of Eastern's
athletic teams to belong to the same
conference.
"I can't think of a single negative
in joining the OVC," Athletic Director
Bob McBee said. "The OVC was the
best move for us. There's no doubt
about that."
McBee said the advantages of the
OVC are about $50,000 in savings, an
emphasis on baseball, a stronger
track program, less travel, more visibility and more recruiting potential.
In the move, some sports will no
longer have conferences, but McBee
said that those sports rely on other
means. For instance wrestling focuses
on nationals and swimming is based
on times, he said.
Putting all sports under one confer. ence was not the primary reason for
the move according to John Craft, an
associate athletic director at Eastern.
Craft said the move would cut
down on travel time and expense for
the athletic teams who had to travel
. , -to Co!lnecticut and Buffalo after six
schools left the Mid-Con two years
ago and replacements were needed.
The University of Illinois at Chicago,
Northern, Wisconsin-Green Bay,
Milwaukee, Cleveland and Wright
State left the conference.
"Travel is a big consideration,"

llEW
SERVICE
Illinois Valley Coaches
''Colleae Conilec•ion''
~

..,~
~~-- '
..
-..:::==-=-=~ -

PEORIA

-

Bloomington

(Bradley U.)

(ISU)

- Champaign

"I think we're better off in
McBee said.
After the mass exodus, the Mid- OVC," McBee added. "Women's lea
Con picked up teams from places such will be considerably better. We'll
as the University of Buffalo, Central to work hard in the women's leagu
Connecticut State and Troy State.
McBee said the move has gai
According to Craft, another reason wide support from the campus
for the move was to increase the community.
chances of beginning rivalries.
The transition from the Mid-Con
Since the teams in the OVC are the OVC, though supported
closer to Eastern, these rivalries Eastern's campus, has found so
b.ecome much more plausible.
opposition from other members of
·
These rivalries could include Mid-Con.
Murray State at Murray, Ky. and
At the June 29 Board of Govern
Southeast Missouri State at Cape meeting, questions of financial l
Girardeau, Mo.
for the remaining members of
Greg Essenpreis, a history major, Mid-Con came up.
estimated the distance to both schools
Gordon Lamb, Northeast
is "well within four hours" of Illinois University president, said
Eastern's campus. Essenpreis added was concerned with loss of reve
that anyone who thinks they can and hampered recruiting due to l
make it in less than four hours is of continuity in the Mid-Con.
"crazy."
Lou Hencken, vice president
McBee agreed that rivalries played student affairs, and McBee both
a part in the decision.
Lamb is mistaken in his concerns.
However, the football team will no
"There is no loss on revenu
longer play in-state rivalries Western, McBee said. "There is no loss on bi
Southern Illinois at Carbondale,
Eastern President David Jorns s
Illinois State for the conference he did not know why this discuss
games.
was coming up "in the 11th hour a
"There are not a lot of good rival- the decision was made." He said
ries," McBee said. "There's not that he has followed all the proper pr
emotional tie to it. We want to contin- dures of bringing the move before
ue to play Western and Southern in board.
football."
"We do not feel that Eastern's le
In addition to travel time and ing will hurt these institutions, b
rivalries, money was also a concern.
our not leaving will hurt Easter
"There is probably going to be a Jorns said.
savings of $50,000 that we can chanGlenn Fundator, Eastern stude
nel back into our program," McBee BOG representative until July, s
said.
recruiting at Eastern is hindered
He also cited the move up in quali- the Mid-Con.
ty to the OVC .
Eastern has received "overridi
"We continually work hard to be support for this move," Fundator sai
competitive," McBee said. "This year The move "makes it just a better loo
is the first time in many years we had ing institution of prospective st
a winning program in everything."
dents."
McBee said the OVC is more visible
than the Mid-Con and reaches into
- Matt Farris contributed to th
Nashville, Memphis and St. Louis to
help with recruiting.

ACREDIT
TO GOOD TASTE.

(U of I)

Mattoon

Carbondale

(Charleston EIU)

(SIU)

READ DOWN
BUS SERVICE
READ UP
4:00 P...................... LV PEORIA (B.U. BUS CENTER) ................................AR 9:15P
4:50 P......................AR BLOOMINGTON-GREYHOUND ............................AR 8:15P
5:05 P......................AR ISU (BONE STUDENT CENTER) ..........................AR 8:10P
5:10 P...................... AR BLOOMINGTON AMTRAK ....................................AR 7:55P
8:00 P......................AR Cl::iAMP.Al~N (U OF I) ............................................LV 7:00P

Introducing the "TC8Y:'
Student Frequent Buyer Card.
Bring it in ten times and
buy a IC8Y: product
(Kiddie Cup excluded), and you
get a free IC8Y" Shiver.. frozen yogurt treat.
Ask us about how you can get one today.

1;1;' ~ ;!;1 }li·-l:t:111 ~ [·1:1 ~
6:29 P......................LV CHAMPAIGN AMTRAK ...........................................AR 6:52P
7:07 P...................... AR MATTOON (CHARLESTON EIU) ...........................AR 6:03P
9:30 P......................AR CARBONDALE (SIU) ............................................. LV 4:00P

r---------,

'fllMllElllFllllATmCALL TIEPElllAmCEml

( 09) 674-5138 OR :(800) 258-0287
TICDTIAVAUILEATPElllAasCEml
215 S.W.· MONROE
(309) 674-1560 - (309) 674-5138

The Daily Eastern News
1
The Link
Between The
World
/
and You

A FEW OF OUR
SPECIALTY
ITEMS ARE:

FREE
TOPPING
.
on any size
Smoothie

• Cappuccino
Chillers
• Tropicana®
Fruit Blen<:ters
• Banana Splits
·Parfaits

or

424 W. Lincoln

\

\

Waffle Cone
w/this coupon

348-5.556 L---------J
Expires 8/27 /95
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summer.
ht it was the right thing
rine said of her resigna. e cited displeasure with
'4ecisions as her main rea-

son for resigning.
11 years and my colleagues I
Perine left without first lining worked with in physical education
up another job. She said she want- and athletics," Mosnia said.
ed to allow Eastern time to find a
Although softball and soccer lost
suitable replacement.
head coaches, these teams have
"I didn't want to leave this team started the healing process.
high and dry," Perine said of her
Troy Fabiano was named acting
coachless team.
soccer coach until a permanent
Less than a week after losing replacement can be found.
The search for Perine's replacePerine, head soccer coach Cizo
Mosnia turned his resignation.
ment continues.
Through a press release, Mosnia
In other sports, Tom Akers was
expressed he had no hard feelings named men's track coach after
due to his departure from Eastern. winning indoor and outdoor Mid"I leave with great memories of Con conference titles. He was honEastern, particularly the student ored with the Mid-Con Track
athletes I coached during the past Coach of the Year for both the

m's men's and women's intercolathletic programs were No. 1 in
it-Continent Conference for 1994-

and men's swimming were second at the
conference meet while softball was second in the West Division.
Third place honors went to men's and
AU-Sports Awards are based on women's cross country, men's tennis and
finishes in conference champi- women's swimming.
Men's basketball was fourth in the
men received 75 points to edge regular season. The Panthers have more
Illinois, which had 71, while the first division finishes than any other
tied with Western at 62 points.
Mid-Continent team.
's No. 1 conference ranking is a
Women's basketball had a dramatic
to our student-athletes and coach- turnaround climbing into the first diviff," Athletic Director Bob McBee sion with a fifth place finish and reached
the semifinals in the post-season tournastaff has done an excellent job ment.
Complete point totals for men are as
flesser resources than similar insti, so it's indicative of the quality of follows:
coaching abilities and rapport with
Eastern, 75; Western Illinois, 71; Troy
dent-athletes.
State, 53; Buffalo, 51; Missouri-Kansas
s also certainly a measure of the City, 45; Central Connecticut, 43;
of the student-athlete who has Youngstown State, 35; Valparaiso, 35;
n to attend Eastern. Considering Chicago, State, 19; and Northeastern
individual and team academic/ath- Illinois, 1 7.
Women's totals are:
onors this year, this indicates that
Eastern, 62; Western Illinois, 62;
enrolling young men and women
:are highly motivated, disciplined Buffalo, 58; Youngstown State, 51; Troy
State, 41; Valparaiso, 38; Central
duals with a drive to succeed."
's indoor and outdoor track both Connecticut, 29; Missouri-Kansas City,
Mid-Continent championships. 28; Chicago State, 20; and Northeastern
l, volleyball and soccer each won Illinois, 15.
t Division title.
-Staff report
en's indoor track, women's tennis

When We Say Ad Match
Competitors Ads
WE DO IT!

Desire, consistency, maturity
and a love for the sport make
Eastern sprinter Kert McAfee a
definite leader.
Being a leader is an asset that
he's always had.
"Yes, I always considered
myself a leader either by being
vocal or by my actions. If it was
between the two, rd rather have
myself be a leader by actions,"
McAfee said.
Kert definitely leads by his
actions. That's the stuff you cannot coach into an athlete," head
men's track coach Tom Akers
said.
His desire to assist the team
in any possible way is another
quality he possesses.
"I would like to be able to contribute where I can and where I
know my abilities are," McAfee
said. "If it is in a single event,
fine. Til go with that. But if it is
in many events, that's what I
want to do.
"As a matter of fact, (Coach
Akers) is going to want me to
run or the 800-meter run in the
Mid-Continent Conference meet.
"I think I'm in good enough
shape to run both of them"

We reserve
the right to

limit quantities

WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER
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Same Low Prices at AU Three locations
2000 WESTERN AVE. • MATTOON
WIG coupons accepted
505 W. LINCOLN • CHARLESTON
New ATM cash machine
960 18TH STREET • CHARLESTON
New ATM cash machine - WIG

( Low Price Leader for Over 55 Years
• Money Orders - 39¢
• Food Stamps Accepted
• Postage Stamps

FAMILY PRIDE . .. WE DO IT RIGHT!

•Lotto
• Coupons Accepted
• Copy Service

)

"' .

u•..•·r
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McAfee admits that he has
matured a lot from a year ago.
"I can tell the difference
between this year and last year."
McAfee said. "Last indoor season, I really worked hard. I had
given it my all. I had something
to prove to myself: to the team
and to the coaches. I had a lot of
pressure Gast year)."
McAfee said that he never had
six months of track.
Just by the way he talks, one
would get the impression that he
has a true love for the sport.
"Me knowing that in the past
that I was a champion and now I
know I can go a step higher - to
another level and compete and
to try to be a cl:iampion.- ·that is- -- :
my motivation," McAfee said of "' ·
his two high school 400-meter
state championships.
Even Akers has noticed this
quality ofMcAfee's.
''He enjoys what he is doing
even when his rear-end is dragging from a hard workout,"
Akers said. "He's got a smile on
his face and loving what he is
doing out there."

Payment Option: ATM DEBIT CARDS

..

any size
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tern's sports programs Sprinter leads by
h finish first in Mid Con actions not words

•

PING

indoor and outdoor programs.
In volleyball, head coach Betty
Ralston will have help on the sidelines this fall in the form of an
assistant coach. Glenn Kiriyama
will aid Ralston in practices and
recruiting.
The football team hired John
Bowers to coach the defensive secondary. Bowers was picked out of
150 applicants.
When magnificent colors of fall
burst to life, maybe these new
faces will slowly become good
friends.

alker's Floral Shoppe offers many already made selections 24 hours a day
we prepare special orders when a florist is on duty. COUPON•COUPON•COUPON•COUPON
e in and meet our profeeeional Floriete ,.. Mon.-5at. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Fraternities, Sororities, Business Organizations:
make it our business to fulfill your special occasion needs.
FLORAL VALUES:
:3" Aeet. Pia nte
18" Mylar Balloons
ropica I Pia nte

$6.97

$1.17

$1.89

Bring in this coupon and get a free carnation (one per customer please)
EXPIRES 8/26/95

. .... L ~ - - ~ ·- - - - - - - - .-..~.- - .-.',.- .J
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SUPER FOODS
200 WESTERN AVE.

MATTOON .

WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER
1460 E. STREET

''Low Price Leader For
Over 55 Years''

Welcome Back
EIU Students!

CHARLESTON

l

MASTERCARD, VISA, DISCOVER ACCEPTED
\
OPEN 6AM·11 PM
.,,,/

I
111

2 Liter
Coke
·,...._,or,...._,
: COKE Product

.
Shop at
I
I.
.---- Willi~'Walktt's L---------for eve
Convenient indoor
Cash Station
you need!
accepts most. major
Expires August 31, 1995

Must redee1n this coupon.

credit cards.

- OPEN 24 HOURS
- Coupons Accepted
- Food Stamps Accepted
- 39¢ Money Orders
- Xerox Service
-Stamps
-Lotto
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eased' Spoo fields 13 seniors for Panther football

eseason evaluation
edict a solid squad

uct
5

-

football Panthers are solid the fastest but he's always
ively and defensively was around the ball.. .just one of those
valuation after Eastern athletes who is rarely out of posid the preseason practice. tion," Spoo said. "As long -as he's
s reported Aug. 5 to prac- on the field we know our defense
d veterans started Aug. 7.
will be competitive."
e football season opens at
Offensively, the power lines up
Peay on Aug. 31. The first with center Chris Anderson,
game is scheduled for Sept. Kaukauna, WI, quarterback Pete
'nst Southeast Missouri.
Mauch, Naperville-Wheaton St.
irteen seniors form the core Francis, and tailback Willie High,
e team and provide leader- Mattoon.
for the rest of the team
Willie High is a two time Allbers.
Gateway Conference pick who has
ese 13 guys have taken the put together back-to back 1000
by the horn. Those on cam- plus rushing yardage seasons in
~uring the summer worked
his bid to finish as the Panthers
her everyday," said Coach No. 2 all-time ground gainer. He
Spoo, whose club won four has 2773 career yards, which in
·ght at the end of the 1994 No.· 4 at Eastern and No. 5 in the
n to boast a 6-5 record.
·conference.
etime during spring the
A HM All-Gateway in 1994,
ors must've gotten together Pete Mauch is the top returning
:fl'edged to have a great sea- Gateway quarterback in total
because they were the cata- defense and passing efficiency.
during spring ball and it carChris Anderson was Academic
over into the summer," Spoo All-District V in his first year as
• "I'm extremely pleased to a center after shifting from offenr the season with this group sive guard.
iors."
The oth·e r five seniors that
st on defense is Tim Carver, could earn a fourth letter are
Moines, IA-Urbandale, the safety James Dorsey, Addisondle linebacker who holds all Addison Trail, fullback Chris
single game, season and . Hicks, Homewood-H. Flossmoor,
e records with over 100 tack- . kicker Steve Largent, Indiin each of his three years. He anapolis, IN-Pike, tight end Rick
also named Second Team Mullen, St. Louis-St. Mary's and
demic All-American and Third linebacker Matt Sweeny, AuroraAssociated Press I-AA All- West.
rican.
e may not be the biggest nor
-Staff report
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The Panthers had to scramble for a .500'.ftnish last year. This year Spoo
and company foresee a stronger team and.final .showing. - ~
I
~
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~
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If You Still Haven't Reserved·An
ce Boxer or a Carpet... You Still Can
•

~

-

.

I!:'

:

..

lease Send Order At Your Earliest Coltvenience
•Walnut Grain • Purchase Option
• Free Delivery - • Adjustable Shelving
Ice Trays

''The highest quality,
lowest cost
refrigerators on campus''

-------------------------------,
Send a check for the full amount to reserve

Look for us here during E. I. U.

s move-in

an Ice Boxer Mini or Super-Mini Fridge at E.l.U.
Mini Fridge
Super-Mini Fridge
6'x9' Plush Carpet

$42 (includes a $1 O refundable deposit)
$46 (includes a $1 O refundable deposit)
$54 Circle color:
Ocean Blue, Tan, Forest Green, Gray

ame _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
me Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
me Town, State, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

cancel for full refund, simply postmark a letter to us by 8/21/95.
nd to: Ice Boxer, 407 Lincoln #121, Charleston, IL 61920

------~-----------------------~

PLEASE MEET OUR TRUCKS AND OUR STAFF
WILL BE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU
"After August 20,
See The Daily Eastern News for new info"

8v-' l'Wew lltudent Edition

Wonien 's tennis tteani
ends season in second
The women's tennis team's 1994 season.
second place finish in the MidSullivan was happy to be
Continent Conference was the chosen for the team, and felt it
completion of a successful sea- was a vecy big honor.
"It was an honor to be chosen
son, as it finished with an overall record of 13-8. Although the one of the top ten out of the
women fell short of a confer- conference, and it was an honor
ence championship title, addi- to represent Eastern," Sullivan
tional honors were bestowed said.
upon the women's tennis team.
Kramarski was not surSamantha Wulfers and prised that Sullivan was selectStephanie Sullivan were cho- ed, adding that Sullivan was a
sen for the Mid-Continent Con- player that "kept our lineup
ference Team, along with vecy solid."
Coach of the Year honors going
And who better to be voted
to head coach Rosie Kramarski. coach of the year than
All three selections are made Kramarski, who led this team
by the other coaches in the con- to a strong second-place. finish
ference.
in the conference.
Wulfers, a senior, compiled a
Senior Geeta Dua felt that
7-10 record overall at No. 1 sin- Kramarski definitely deserved
gles, and a 10-8 record at No.l the honor, and the entire team
and No. 2 doubles for the sea- was behind her and her sucson.
cess.
Kramarski was pleased with
Kramarski was also happy
the selection, and believes with her honor, if not a little
Wulfers' strength came from surprised, since she has only·
her ability to act as a team been coaching the team since
leader.
the fall season.
"Samantha may not have
"When I came to this school,
had as successful a record as I didn't know what kind of
some of the other girls, but she impact I was going to make
has been successful in showing because I knew I had to make
leadership, providing motiva- changes and I didn't know
tion and allowing her experi- . what to expect," Kramarski
ence to help some of the said. "I felt I had to come to a
younger girls, especially Angie happy medium with the team,
Waldhof( her doubles partner," and I felt that medium was to
Kramarski said.
have fun in combination with
Sullivan, a junior, compiled keeping it challenging so the
an overall record of 10-3 at No. team enjoys playing.
6 singles and was recently
"And I think we reached that
selected Mid-Continent Player this season."
of the Week. She was also No. 6
singles champion .for the fall
- t Staff; writer Eastem's women~s oolleyball team practices last season.
'.J rt (
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MIDGARD COMICS
102 W. Lincoln, Suite 2
Charleston, IL 61920
217-348-8368

18/UITAF
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Mark Waters & Mike Reinhart, Co-owners

BUYING & SELLING
STAR WARS TOYS -SU ER POWERSSECRET WARS - 8" M GA DOLLS 12" G.I. JOE D LLS IND/ANA JONES C MIC BOOKS

.• • AN EMPLOYEE OWNED COMPANY • .
: ·•
11 0 5th Street,
Daily 7-5,
• . .'

Charleston • 345-6975.

llliii!iiiiiiliililiillliiiiiiliiilllP---i :•
••
••

•

~

Beautiful 2 bedroom use with HUGE yard
and full basement with garage - ever been rented
before, 4 females preferred - $200 each or $35000
each for 2. Mo~ing included
"""'
•
345-4508
.
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<lhe Best Y.lofJe'l~
.
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One Dozen Red Roses
vased w/greenery
Or with Baby's breath

"

$27~ 0

$3250
-

Sat 7-Noon

·

·

r----------------------,
: EIU_, SPE~_-AL :
(2 Blks. N. of Hucks)

F~li:err

~

12 Point
Maintenance

,.,,...

cfuhlel cTk1·re
Rotat·ion

~:·

" '"··-

.

I

·a:: · - ·· :
15

'

Multi·Mile

-

-

*Front End Alignment
Mufflers & Exhaust

*
* Custom Wheels
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-

-

-

-
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Noble Flower Shop
503 JEFFERSON
VISA - MASTERCARD - DISCOVER

345-7007

.J

WEAREvouR
COMPLETE CAR
CARE CENTER

'ftrc~rone

BRING IN THIS AD FOR
ALL OTHER
ITEMS IN OUR STORE

I
I

(MOST AMERICAN CARS
& PICK UPS,
FEW REsrn1cT10Ns APPLY,
UP TP 5 QUARTS OF 1OW30)

L - - - - - - - ~A~F~ _!P~l~M!,N:2. --

.ICHELIN

I:

TIRES FOR PASSENGER CARS TRUCKS - VANS
RY'S & FARM TIRES
ROAD & FARM SERVI CE
CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS
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Men's hoops provide
overall satisfaction
For the first time in three
Another player Samuels
seasons, the Eastern men's was pleased with was freshbasketball team finished its man center Eric Frankford.
season with a winning record
"(Frankford) responded
at 16-13, with a 10-8 confer- extremely well and we're
ence mark.
encouraged with his potenBesides a few specific tial," Samuels said. "He
aspects in his team's play, appears to be the type of
head coach Rick Samuels young man who is very motiwas pleased wit.h his squad's vated to improve over the
overall performance.
summer. He wants to be bet"Overall, we played hard," ter, and that's a positive
Samuels said. "As we reflect sign."
on the season, the effort on
Frankford, who broke exmost games was there."
Panther Kevin Duckworth's
But not everything was season record in blocked
perfect for a team that was shots, was surprised in how
picked in the preseason to much playing time he
finish second and ended up received.
"I played a lot more than I
finishing tied for fourth.
"Our inability to be consis- thought I would," Frankford
tent offensively was our most said. "Overall, (my season)
glaring problem," Samuels was better than I expected."
said. "If we had been able to
The Panthers will lose
be consistent offensively, we only two, but very important,
would have finished higher players from this year's
in the conference)."
team, in guard Derrick
Sophomore guard Johnny Landrus and forward Louis
Moore said that the team . Jordan.
could have ended the season
"They were our offensive
on a better note than bowing leaders," Samuels said. "That
out of the first round of the was something that was
Mid-Continent Conference anticipated and expected.
tourney.
"Overall, Derrick had a
"It was a disappointment more consistent season (than
at the end of the Se_Json - we Jordan)," Samuels said. "But
could have went J}Aot farther Louis overcame some obstain the tournarlient," Moore cles and had some big
said. "We still could have games."
won the postseason tournaLooking at a few of the
ment. Oh, well ...."
Panther's games next season,
One player that Samuels their schedule won't be easy.
was pleased with this season
Eastern is slated to travel
was the performance from to two Big Ten schooJs in the · _
. .. •ty--''f
- '•• .i.~1 uana
...1'.41-J}iGjl~Hii:I
junior guard Johnny Her- U n1vers1
o n·+nn01s
t e
nandez.
University of Wisconsin,
"In terms of what we respectively. The Panthers
asked Johnny to do, he had a are scheduled to host DePaul
great year," Samuels said. University.
"That's the kind of play we
would like to see from a
-Staff report
point guard."

FILE PHOTO

&:unuels thinks things are looking up this seasonfor Eastem's men's basketh the schedule will be one of the toughest in years..
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ce to Grow...
Place to Be ..

•

•

f'lendly Place!
* SUNDAY 5:~ *
NDAY "CENT" SUPP£R:

Select from a variety of quality meats and
cheeses, garden fresh vegetables and
• salads. BUMPIE. has the most refreshing
array of hot and cold sub
sandwiches and garden
salads around. AD our
sandwiches are sliced
fresh to order
and served on
delicious
fresh baked
bread.Come
on in and

* MONDAY 6:30 *
NEW STUDENTS ONLY"

WEDNESDAY 9:30 *
PUS COMMUNION
EARE YOUR
MPLETECAR
RECENTER

FRIDAY 9:00-1 :00 *
LIGHTHOUSE

up at
BUMPIE.

Activities and Events going on
r a ride or more information

AcrOjS 4th Street from Lawson Hall

Office 348-8191
Parsonage 345- 3455

•
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The Daily Eastern

Lady Panthers make
believers out of MidWho would have believed it
would end like this?
They had a 5-21 record a year
ago. Since then, they lost the
only player whose scoring average was in double digits and
replaced her with four freshmen
who would all average more
than 10 minutes a game. They
were predicted to finish eight in
their league.
But to most :People's surprise,
the Lady Panthers finished fifth
in the Mid-Continent Conference with a 16-12 record, and
they advanced to the second
round of the playoffs, where they
ended their season with a 78-76
loss to Western Illinois, the regular season Mid-Con champ.
''We're real proud of our team;
head coach John Klein said. "I
know rve said that all year long.
We can't say enough of how
highly we think of our players.
"We finished in fifth place, and
we're certainly not satisfied with
that. We will always be a program that shots for the top. "
Offensively, the Lady
Panthers were shaky most of the
season. It was their defense that
won games.
They held their opponents to
62.2 points per game in the regular season, which was lowest in
the conference.
They also won a few games
with their depth. Nine of their
10 eligible players scored in double digits at least once, and five
FILE PHOTO of those hit the 20-point mark.
"We had a tight-knit team,"
Predicted to finish eighth in the Mid-Con, the Lady Panther surprised many by .finishing
Klein
said. "Nine of those kids
fifth with a respectable f 6-12 overall record, as well as advancing to the second roW1d of
were
critical
every game that we
the playoffs.
played."

Two bedroom mobile homes for 2 people,
New appliances, A/C, Carpet - $32000 month.
Very nice l 112 bedroom for 1 person.
$275 00 month, includes water, garbage, and mowing.
No pets - (345-4508)

345-24663!;i"
Located at 405 Lincoln

Joey's Dogs

At Joey's all dogs get chips, reg. or BBQ your choice!
Served on our freshly baked Hot Dog Buns
Chicago Dog - mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish.
tomato and celery salt
yea, all dogs gal chips .........................................$1.99
Double Dog - just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun
- CRAZY ................................................................$2.39
Cheese 1lo9-same great dog & bun smothered in cheddar cheese - WOW! ...............................................$2.09
Chill Dog-with heaping pile of chili con cam&GREAT ...................................................................$2.09
Honey dipped Corn Dog- Wow!l ..........................$1.29
Cheese & Chill Dog-Pile of chili on top of our 11eat dogs
then smothered in cheddar cheeseWowl What a loadl.. ...............................................$2.39

Side Orders-all fried in 100% unsaturated
canola oil
Chips - Reg. or BBQ .................................................65
Mozzarella Sticks-if you need red sauce, just ask (no
charge) ...................................................................$2.75
Beer Batter Onion Rlnga ......................................$1.49
Sweet Delights
Homemade Brownie a - The Beatlll ........................79

20 oz. Drinks .............................................................79
Iced Tea - Pepsi - Diet Pepsi • 7 up

All Prices subject to Sales Tax

INTRODUCING ....

A few but great Deli Sandwiches
Turkey & Provolone • Beef & Provolone • Ham & Provolone -Cheese & Cheese, (
American Cheese and Provolone Cheese, for those who like to smile). What's on 'em?
Lettuce, Tomato & Hellmans the real stuff! Placed on our trench bread that's baked here in
our bakery (Same place as our homemade Brownies). All for the low price, of $2.99 +tax!
Italian Beef-deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the sid&Just like Mamma'sl .................................................$3.29

Meatball Deluxe· 4, Yes 4! 1oz. meat balls stuffed on
our home made bread, suffocated in our Grandma-style
marinara red sauce ...................................................$2.69

Italian Sausag&-spicy sausage cooked over our charbroil grill by chef Mark to perfection- awesomel ....... $2.49

Gyro • A combo of lamb & beel served on a hand
stretched pita bread, topped with home made cucumber
sauce, tomatoes and onion - the best gyros
In central Illinois .....................................................$3.29

Combo Beef & Sausage - same great beef & sauce with
an added kick, a grill sausage for one of the best sand·
wiches here...............................................................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak - a 4 oz. bee! steak grilled with
onions & sweet peppers then covered with provolone
cheese·
the next best thing to visiting Philly· Yol... ..........$3.59
Chicken Philly • Just like Philly Cheese Steak only with
lean chicken ..............................................................$3.59
Polish Sauaaga - not for the faint-hearted • a giant, litely
smoked sausage grilled over open flames then served
with your choice of topping on our home made french
bread .......................................................................$2.89

Grilled Chicken - a lightly marinated whole chicken
breast (Not Chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil grill
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce - served on our
fresh baked buns ......................................................$2.49
Better Beef make Better Burgers • Ours Is the Bestl our beef is all beef - no filler and cooked as you order,
over the open flame of char-broil grill, served on our
made-here oven buns - topped with mustard, ketchup,
pickle, onions, mayo, and tomato - no extra charge:
Single Hamburger ...................................................$1.79
Double Hamburgar .................................................$2.79
Cheeaeburgar ..........................................................$1.99
Double CM9ae Burgar ...........................................$3.29

Despite being a w
team, senior Nicky
ended her career in
above the rest as she
most ofher career.
"We are real hap
because she was able
her career after thr
some tough times in
winning," Klein said.
As well as experi
first winning season
ance in a post-seaso
ment, Polka led the
assists for the second
row with 177. And h
cent shooting perce
three-point territory 1
ference as well.
Polka averaged 10
per game, the second
the team and the ·
average of her career.
If there is any co
losing a player of Po
it's that she will be the
er who will be gradua ·
Klein anticipate
departure when he
freshman Jess Laska
season. Her 68 assists
son was second to Po
Klein also plans
another poin~ guard to
ny the shooting guard
forwards that he has
signed.
"I'm real excited
season and the future
gram," Klein said. "I
made some real good
the pride in the pr
back."
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eet IDeIDories
ories
oach
rn softball coach
rine recalls well
t memories of her
ers during last
Mid-Continent
nee postseason
nt.
as the Lady Panentering that tourtb a 7-11 conference
, that surprised the
on by reaching the
e, before losing a
wo out three game
to the University of
1-Qhicago, which
to the final eight
tournament.
Perine, who has
of her top offensive
returning, a staff of
solid pitchers and
ahe sees as excellent
c:e, is excited about
995 season, and the
ood of returning to
· -Con title game.
is is the year, I
e, we have the ideal
of defense, offense
tching," Perine said.
so have a balance of
and power. We've
eveloping that in our
·ng class."
~e not dominated by

a certain style of player.
We're going to be a competitive team this season.
Getting back to the MidCon title game will definitely be a goal for us," she
said.
Eastern (24-28 last year)
will look to contend in the
revised Mid-Con, which is
broken down to East and
West divisions. Eastern
will be joined by Valparaiso, Western Illinois
and new members Northeastern Illinois and the
University of MissouriKansas City.
In the West, Troy State
and Central Connecticut
State will join Youngstown
State and associate member DePaul.
The offense returns
sophomore outfielder Jennifer Cherveney (.354 batting average), junior first
baseman Nicole Chapman
(.335, 28 runs scored, 26
ru.ns batted in) and junior
catcher/first
baseman
Sharna McEwan (.333, 20
runs, 34 RBI).
McEwan, a second-team,
all-conference selection
this past season, had a
.982 fielding percentage.
Cha.pman, whose dedication Perine greatly appreciates, had a .984 fielding
percentage in 1994.
"Nicole is one of the most
dedicated players I've seen
since I've been coaching,"
she said. "I know she
hasn't missed a game and I

don't think she's even
missed a practice since
she's
been
here
at
Eastern."
The pitching staff is
solid with the return of
Coli Turley (3-1) from a
serious knee injury, and
also with Missy Porzel (1314) and freshman Mandy
White, all whom Perine
said are potential stoppers.
"Coli, Missy and Mandy
are three solid pitchers,"
she said. "This is a luxury I
haven't had since I've been
at Eastern. For the first
time in two years,' we had a
seasoned pitching staff."
Despite the six schools
that left the Mid-Con last
year, the winner of the
Mid-Con postseason softball tourney will still have
a .chance to reach the
NCAA tourney. The MidCon winner will face the
winner of the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament for
an automatic bid to the
tourney.
"It was devastating at
the time to think we might
lose our automatic bid,"
Perine said. "But getting
this opportunity leaves
hope for us."
As far as early goals,
Perine said consistency will
be a big one to shoot for.
"We need to prove to ourselves that we are a consistent team," she said.
Perine resigned in June.
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OU Wl~BE
S ALL???
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Caft C & M

Produ)ts, Inc.
For a F~rochure on o/Clasc Space
Loft Bed.

L
----------

314-940-8016
:.:···

....-.--.---&

r-----------r----------,
Regular Beef •
Arby Q

1

1

!

$1.09

(LIMIT 10 OFFERS PER COUPON)

:

I (LIMIT 4 OFFERS PER COUPON )
:

Good thru 8-31 -95

I

i 2 for $2 !

Not valid with any other coupons, discounts
or promotional offers

Good thru 8-31-95

I
I

:

I

Not valid with any other coupons, discounts
or promotional offers

L-----------L----------~
r-----------r----------,
2 Beef N'
: Chicken

1

1

:

Cheddars

:

:

i $1.79

: $3.29
I
I
I

Breast

(LIMIT 4 OFFERS PER COUPON) 11 (LIMIT 4 OFFERS PER COUPON)
Good Thru 8-31-95
~~~~
..
.
1
Not valid with any other coupons, discounts
I
Not vahd with any ot~er coupons, discounts
or promotional offers

or promotional offers

:I
I
I

L-----------L----------~
Try Arby's New Chicken Fingers!
Chicken Tenderloin Strips

Differe nee!
Lincoln Ave.• Charleston• 348-5144
--310------ - ------ ----------

TASTE THE ARB Y'S

n't worry, be happy
eball Panthers
to silence foes
opponents
Jim Schmitz took over as head
f Eastern's baseball team last
said it was one of the more "negrograms he had worked with.
en I came in, the players said,
, it's terrible here. All the media
rip on us every game,'" Schmitz
st told them, 'Hey - if you don't
em anything negative to write
they'll write positively.'"
philosophy of always carrying
ve attitudes into games has
bring the Panthers to their 241-3 in the Mid-Continent
nee) record on the season.
itz' club has made great strides
eason, coming off a relatively
ter season in 1994 in which the
posted a 24-24 (14-8 Mid-Con)
nee tournament.
, the Panthers are leading the
n's West Division, and Schmitz
at the team has been doing what
s to give the Panthers success in
-Con conference tournament.
m what I understand, we're a few
ahead of Western Illinois, with
six games to play," Schmitz said.
the players going into the Notre
game that they should take a
ook, because we just may see
gain in a couple of weeks."
Panthers traveled to South Bend,
n Thursday for a contest with
Dame. Unfortunately, Eastern
non-conference record drop to

13-11 with a 9-3 loss to the Fighting
Irish.
Schmitz believes. the Panthe.r s will
likely square off with Note Dame again
if Eastern wins the conference tournament.
"This weekend's games with Western
will be important for us," Schmitz said.
"Not only did we have the goal of getting into the tournament, but we also
wanted to host it.''
The winner of the Mid-Con's East
Division hosts the conference tournament this year. Right now, that team
appears to be Eastern.
Schmitz said that he feels the key to
the Panthers turnaround this season
has been the players' acceptance of
their roles. He believes this has helped
the Panthers in achieving individual
successes.
"Take· a guy like Willy Hilton,"
Schmitz said. "He came into the season
expecting to be a starter. I went to
Willy and asked hum to take the job of
our reliever, and he's really been our
go-to guy down the stretch."
Hilton leads the Panthers in earned
run average at 1.88 heading into
Thursday's game, also putting him sec-·
ond in the Mid-Con in that category.
In just his first season as head coach,
Schmitz said he has been very pleased
with the way the team has responded
throughout the year.
"We made a lot of changes from previous years," Schmitz said. "We've played
guys in positions they normally
wouldn't play. We moved Melesio
Salazar to second base after he has
played shortstop his whole college
career.
"These players could have come into
the season with an attitude of, 'I don't
want to put up with this new guy
changing things all around,' but they've
been really accepting and that is one of
the things that got us here."

Let Us Be Your Full - Service Printer
· ·copies

• Full Color Copier

•Resumes

• Offset Printing

•Typing

• Self-Serve Copy
Center
•Much More!

• Graduation
Announcements

(Across from Credit Union 1)

219 Lincoln A\'l'. ChMlcston, IL 61920
Ph. (217) 3.fS--6313 • Fax (217) 3.fS-631.f
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Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE

The Dally Eastern N

w

(Deadline: 3 Business Days Before Ad is to run)

Hours:
1 la.m. - 2:30a.m.
Everyday

1415 Fourth St.
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We'll be open Saturday,

•

August 19, 9 a.m. to 3p.m.
if you NEED TO TALK to us
in person...

in

like

the

If you live off campus, we'll be glad to talk to you in

person about any aspect of your telephone service. That
includes everything you see to the right.

Daily

If you want to beat the rush and make arrangements for
your telephone service BEFORE YOU MOVE IN, just call
us toll free at 1 800 5 53.99 51. You'll have phone
service the day you move in!

Eastern

.
Consolidated
tl
'11" Communications
?00 West Lincoln, Charleston

HORSEBACK RIDING

such teams as
thern, Illinois
University of
women's union
of Eastern, ISU

at

, a member of
said that while
· is still very

RILEY CREEK
STAB·LE.S
Horse Boarding & Lessons Available

LUPI

\ANCA9A·

~

1
4·
·
A1
:_··.- .::J ... ;•

~li1
1
·
·
.
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Lf:nUCES,

ANDlX1R

'ti..

1
~ ~

2·

.

Authentic Mexican ~ Amerlcan C,u1sine
FREE CHIPS
M,.., Th
5pm ,.., Close
FULL BAK

•·l [

[•f

VISA

t~~
;,; ·· ..

513 7th Street
Charleston, IL

345~2223

~

CARRYOUT

iii
Tuesday Nite
· only two girls
r the spring,
the fall's team

-Staffreport ·

ChiliMac
All you can eat

3~~.

East Side
of the Square

Welcome Back
Sfecial
1 Coupon
per person per visit

rLlftie MeifoO
I
I
I

$ 2 OFF
s·izz1·m , FaJI"tas

Steak, Chicken or Combo

Open Daily 10:30 a.m. I Valid through Dec. 31, 1995

~~============

(closed Sundays)

t.J ~~o.!:!.P!.1" .!!.e~o~~ ~it
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E.I.U. CAMPUS RECREATION

REC SHORTS
OFFICE: STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
TELEPHONE: 581-2821

I

UPCOMING INTRAMURAL EVENTS
SPORTS
Flag football (M, W, CR)
Softball (CR)
Soccer (M, W)
Wallyball (CR)

ENTRY DEADLINE
Wed. August 30
Wed. August 30
Wed. September 6
Wed, September 6

TOURNAMENTS
Tennis Singles

ENTRY DEADLINE
Fri. September 8

SPECIAL EVENTS
Soccer Shootout (M, W)
Golf Pitching (M, W, CR)
Mini Golf (M, W, CR)

(Enter "ON the Spot")
Wed. September 6
Sat. September 9
Tues, September 12

M=Men's

W=Women's

FACILITY RECREATION HOURS FALL 1
AUGUST 21 - DECEMBER 15, 1995
Facility
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
Su
Student Rec Center
7am-10pm
10am-10pm 12pm·1
Lantz Bldg. (1)
7pm-10pm
1pm-10pm
12pm·1
Lantz Fieldhouse( 1)
8pm-1 Opm
1Oam-1 Opm 12pm·1
Lantz Pool (1)
7:30pm-10pm 2pm-5pm
2pm·5
Racquetball Cts.(2)
7am-1 Opm
1Oam-1 Opm 12pm0
Lantz Equipment Rm. 7:30am-9pm CLOSED
CLOS
(1) Athletic Events will take priority. (2) Classes take priority.

I

CR=Co-Rec

Second floor of the Student Rec Center

All E.l.U. Students, Faculty and Staff are eligible.

c

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
1-M POLICY CHANGES FOR FALL

1995)

LEVELS OF PLAY UN)ER MEN'S,
WOMEN'S AND CO-REC DIVISIONS:
"A" -Pro-level=(above average to highly skilled)- Teams comprised of skilled and competitive individuals.
Any former intercollegiate athletes MUST participate in
this league level, WITH A LIMIT OF ONE PER
TEAM, OR TWO sport club members per team. All
Fraternity "A" teams in this level.
"B"-Univ. -Level=(Intermediate skill level)Teams are recreationally competitive. No sport club
members are allowed at this level.
"C"-College-Level=(Beginning to average skill level)Team~ enter this level strictly for casual play and recreational purposes.-- Teams participate in an extended
round robin league with no post-season tournament.
---Levels ofplay restrictedto team sports schedule.--·-·-~-·-·-·-·-·-·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·

FLAG FOOTBALL RULE CHANGES
· 1. "Screen blocking" on the line of scrimmage-No contact blocking.
i

Hours: 3 - 7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs., & by appointment.
include: Body Fat Composition, Exercise Prescrip
Equipment Orientation, & Wellness Programming su
nutrition, smoking cessation, stress reduction, back care
betes info., & much more! For information, please call
2920 after 3 p.m.

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
FALLAEROBICSSCHEDULE
Monday-Thursday
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Area

Step
Awesome Abs
Step
High/Low Combo
Step
*
Low Impact Aerobics
Awesome Abs
Basic Step
All over Body Conditioning
Step

Friday
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

Step/I'one
Step

,t;'JIJJ-80l!J
l

r1

ere

I I

(Aerobics Roo
(Enclosed Gym
(Aerobics Roo
(Enclosed Gym
(Aerobics Roo
(Enclosed Gym
(Dance Studio)
(Aerobics Roo
(Aerobics Roo
(Aerobics Roo
-

.:J

•

\

{.Aerobics Roo
(Aerobics Roo

Saturday/Sunday
3:00-4:30 p.m. Step/I'one

2. Quarterback is able to run to the middle only when first
dropping back for a pass play.

WANTED!!!.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS

I

WELLNESS CENTER

' .

Campus Recreation is now taking applications for fall semester
team sports officials. THESE ARE PAID POSITIONS!
Officials are needed for Fag Football, Softball, and Soccer.
While experience is helpful, it is not mandatory. Officials training is provided. Individuals may play and officiate! It's a great
way to earn some extra cash!!! Stop by or call the Intramural
Office for applications and/or details: 581-2821.

PART-TIME STUDENT SRC FEE
Part-time students may purchase a rec card @$5.00 for each
credit hour less than 12 for which they are registered.
Students should bring their fee receipt or class schedule &
validated ID to the SRC office.

Aqua-Exercise
Campus Recreation offers a water workout in the Lantz
Monday through Friday at 6:30 p.m. -- This workout is filled wi
diovascular activities and resistance training with some exci ·
equipment!
'

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
SELF-DEFENSE/MARTIAL ARTS

Campus Recreation will offer a free weekly progressive
Defense/Martial Arts program. Participants may jpin the pro
any time during the semester, but are encouraged to attend all
beginning September 26 - November 14 on Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

....

-------------------------------FITNESS MILEAGE CLUB
The Fitness-Mileage Club is a special program that monito
progress in the activity or fitness plan of your choice. Me
fee--$5.00. Those who complete mileage will receive a new
Mileage Club T-shirt. Applications & information are avai
the Student Recreation Center Office. Charting begins the 1
ofthe semester, so don't delay

